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Corpus-Based Spanish Activities for the First Year Classroom
Director: Anthony Beltramo
In my thesis I have explored the application of various corpus linguistics tools to the
first-year Spanish language classroom. I have used the Destinos video series as the
foundation, feeding the scripts for the series into a concordance program for analysis and
to extract examples. I have also included Internet sources, which I was able to find with
the aid of software specifically designed to search the Web as though it were a corpus. I
focused on seven lexical and grammatical topics of study that tend to cause students
difficulties in the first year.
The purpose of this thesis is not so much to define which topics are the most important
for a beginning student, but rather to consider the application of the technology at hand in
creating stimulating activities for students that incorporate the use of native or native-like
language in context, followed by active application of the topic by the student. This
thesis is designed to illustrate the application of concordance software in the Spanish
language classroom, to encourage other instructors to use this technology tailored to their
own styles and needs, and to consider some of the implications of using corpus-based
exercises in language instruction.
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Introduction
For as long as there have been foreign languages to learn, teachers have been
looking for innovative and effective ways of teaching language. As a Spanish learner, and
as an instructor, I have learned that focusing on grammatical, lexical and syntactic topics
as found in context in such sources as native speech, newspapers, and other media is
particularly helpful in the incorporation of new language concepts. As a learner, I spent
hours trying to read native language materials such as newspapers, magazines and books,
and listening to Spanish language radio broadcasts and viewing the occasional television
program. Sometimes, for example, I listened specifically for the difference between the
preterit and imperfect, or how to use the subjunctive; other times I just wanted to get a
feel for the rhythms and patterns of the language. I realized upon becoming an instructor
that my students would also benefit from contextual and authentic examples of usage, but
that very few of them had the time or devotion to search out those examples from the vast
sea of possible sources.
When I was studying for my ESL teaching certification, I was introduced to Dave
W illis’ The Lexical Syllabus, in which he elaborates on one way of teaching English that
is based on an enormous corpus of the language. I searched for a similar application for
Spanish and puzzled over the idea of creating my own learner’s corpus for Spanish.
While my idea was inspired by the Lexical Syllabus, my incarnation of the technique
relies heavily upon a controllable corpus, for which I chose the videoscripts for the
Spanish program Destinos. These provide a base for the students in a familiar languagelearning environment. The students are then encouraged to explore grammatical and
lexical topics in more detail with additional activities that incorporate authentic native

speaker materials that go beyond the scope of Destinos.
At the University of Montana, students of the Spanish language follow the
Destines textbooks and videos as they work through the first three semesters of the
language. The Destinos videos provide them with a progression of high quality,
meaningful input, and the text and workbook encourage the students to study grammar
and vocabulary topics associated with the video. The activities I came up with are
designed to go beyond what is presented in the text and workbooks, to focus on specific
language topics that tend to trip up the beginning student. They can be used in the first
year along with the already established sequence of lessons, or they may be used in part
or in full as review activities for students at the intermediate level.
In the development of my thesis, I applied optical character recognition (OCR)
software and concordancer software to convert the videoscripts for the Destinos course
into a computer-searchable resource. In addition, I made use of two programs that are
capable of searching the Internet for samples of language in context to bring in examples
of usage as found in newspapers and other native speaker sources.
Each activity set takes the student through three steps. The first focuses on
examples that come directly from the Destinos videoscripts, allowing a certain level of
familiarity. Students will have seen and heard the language in the activity at least once
before. Because students have access to unlimited viewing and practice time with the
videotapes in both the language lab and the library, they may become very familiar with
the Destinos programs and the dialogues and narrations presented in them. The
concordance software allows the user to identify which episode the selected focus
exercise examples come from. This allows the instructor to encourage the students to

remember the events surrounding the example. The instructor may even choose to play a
highlighted segment in order to refresh the student’s memory.
The second step generally incorporates the topic through the use of newspaper
articles or other authentic sources outside of Destinos, and the third requires the students
to actively and creatively work with the new topic.
I have selected a total of seven topics for my study, five aimed at first semester
students enrolled in Spanish 101 and two for second semester students enrolled in
Spanish 102. Spanish 101 students study chapters 1-18 of the Destinos program and
Spanish 102 students study through chapter 36. My selection of topics was driven by my
own perception of the type and frequency of errors in student work and by the frequency
of examples available in the Destinos videoscript. Many of these topics have also been
presented in the text or workbook but with a different focus. In addition, some of the
topics have many more levels of use and meaning than those that are presented, but for
the beginning level student, I decided to focus on the types of examples of highest
occurrence in the Destinos corpus.
The purpose of the thesis is not so much to define which topics are the most
necessary for a beginning student but rather to consider the application of the technology
at hand in creating stimulating activities for students that incorporate the use of native or
native-like language in context, followed by active use of the topic. The students take part
in an investigative role through their study of the texts and samples provided in the
activity sets and they are encouraged to make their own conclusions about the way the
language works.
I would argue that each of the topics selected is important for a beginning student

to grasp; however, there are certainly other topics that I did not focus on, which are
equally important. Instructors will have their own language issues that they will want
their students to study, investigate, and, one would hope, incorporate into their own
linguistic repertoire. This thesis is also designed to illustrate the application of
concordance software in the Spanish language classroom and to encourage other
instructors to use this technology tailored to their own styles and needs.
Furthermore, I would like to emphasize that I am not advocating the exclusive use
of concordance software in language instruction, but I do see it as a useful and powerful
tool, one of many that modem instructors may wish to employ. In addition to providing
students and teachers with answers to specific linguistic questions for classroom use, the
software also has applications for the language researcher, who may be more interested in
data collection and language description than application to language acquisition in the
classroom. Over the course of this work, often quite inadvertently, I have made several
observations about the language and about the Destinos program that I may never have
considered without the concordance software. These little finds, while interesting, are
not the focus of this work. If a less random approach were employed, I am certain there
would be many more observations apparent to a language researcher and that such
material in and of itself could constitute an interesting study with its own unique
conclusions.

W hat is a Concordancer?
Concordance software is a powerful tool used to analyze text. I used a program
called Concordance by R. J. C. Watt for the purposes of this study. In the case of this
project the text is the videoscript for Destinos, provided by the publisher as a standard
supplement for the instructor. It includes all of the spoken material presented in the 5 2 part video series, a total of around 112,000 words, occupying 238 pages.
After the text is scanned using a flatbed scanner and OCR software, and then
painstakingly edited for accuracy with the aid of a spell check and grammar check
program, the text is fed electronically to the concordance program as a text file.
Concordance then quickly produces a list of all the words that occur in the text along
with a number indicating the frequency of occurrence. Among the various listing
capacities of the program, the most useful in my research were the alphabetical and
frequency of occurrence listings. From the list, the user can then select a word with the
mouse, which results in the generation of the contexts or concordances in which the word
occurs in the original text. The concordance listing can be organized alphabetically
according to the left or right collocates of the key word or displayed as shown in the
example below, in order of their appearance in the original text.
If students were, for example, curious about the difference between the uses of
bien and bueno, and they first selected bien, the software would let them know that in
Destinos there are 544 occurrences of bien. A user can then select collocations under the
headwords column to see which words are found in collocation, that is to say found on
either side, up to four places away in either direction from bien. We learn that esta bien is
quite common, with 104 occurrences, as is muy bien, with 129 occurrences as left

collocates. The other slots in the collocation charts do not immediately show strong
relationships with bien and may not have any bearing on the use of the key word.
The language researcher or a more experienced student or speaker can sometimes
pick out patterns that are not so apparent to a beginning student. For instance, the
researcher may notice that a high percentage of the words immediately to the left and to
the right of bien are verbs. If the researcher or his students can identify categories of
words or phrases, for example noticing the strong relationship between verbs and bien,
rather than just seeing the collocations output as a listing of individual and unrelated
words, additional conclusions about language patterns and usage can be made. Not only
is it true that bien is frequently used in the fixed expressions, muy bien and estâ bien, it is
also used with very high frequency as an adjective.
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Sample of the frequency listing from the Destinos videoscripts.
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In addition to viewing the left and right collocates, up to four positions away from
the key word in either direction, the user may also choose to look at a word in the
contexts in which it occurs in the original text. An example is displayed below for de.
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If a researcher wanted more context for one concordance than that which is
displayed above, he could click on one of the examples and have the program show a
window like the one below. What follows is the result of selecting line 106 which begins
with, “GUIDE: Ramon es hijo...” from the screen shown above. Within the window
below he could scroll up or down through the entire corpus to read or copy and paste
additional context for the students. In the format of the screen below it is also possible to
identify which episode an example came from.
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Original text as displayed by Concordance

In this study, it is the language instructor who makes direct use of the
concordance program and brings examples for the students to the classroom. This proves
to be a somewhat labor-intensive undertaking for the instructor, mainly because of the
high number of examples to wade through. An ideal situation might allow the students to
access the corpus themselves and investigate whatever language issues they may have
questions about. However, the reality of the situation is that with the limited resources
available to guide and help students interpret data, it is much more efficient for the
instructor to do the initial investigation, pulling out strong representative examples from
which the students can be encouraged to make their own conclusions about the language.

Additional Software and Tools
As mentioned above, the concordance software is only one part of the various
resources required to produce a searchable text. If the text is not available in an electronic
format, it will need to be scanned, using a flatbed scanner and then converted to digital
text via optical character recognition software. Once this has been achieved, the

easy part of the text preparation is done. The difficult part is searching out errors that
were generated in the translation from the original hard copy to the new electronic
version. This process is greatly aided by the use of spell and grammar check software for
Spanish, but does require the researcher to proofread the entire text. I found the system
particularly prone to difficulties when rendering the letters n, m, r, d the combination cl,
and accented vowels. This may be because of the quality of the original text, or it may
have to do with the limitations of either the scanner or the OCR software.
W hile the familiar examples from Destinos come directly from the video episodes,
and give the students a comfortable base to work with, I decided that the students could
really benefit from additional examples beyond Destinos. I used two programs that are
available free of charge, and that are capable of searching the Internet for usage examples.
They could be considered the language researcher’s search engines. One, called
KWiCFinder, has to be downloaded from the distributor’s homepage
(http://miniappoIis.eom/KW iCFinder/KW iCFinderHome.html') and the other, WebCorp
is completely web-based and does not require the researcher to download anything
(http://www.webcorp.org.uk/). I also used Vox’s web-based Spanish-English dictionary
to further illustrate some examples (http://www.vox.es/consultar.html).

Corpus Size and the Destinos Scripts
In general, language researchers argue that the larger a corpus is, the better. In the
case of the Collins COBUILD English Course, the subject of David W illis’ Lexical
Syllabus, and the associated Collins COBUILD Dictionary, the original project was based
on a corpus of 7.3 million words and it later was expanded to include over 20 million
10

words. W hile a large corpus is more likely to supply users with a more accurate view of
the language and to provide plenty of examples of usage, such a corpus requires an
inordinate amount of time on the part of a team of researchers who must sort the data and
then select the best, most representative examples of usage. For example, when coming
up with their dictionary entry for the word way, one of the most commonly used words in
the English language, the researchers on the Collins COBUILD project had 7,000
occurrences to sort through. This volume of data would of course overwhelm the
beginning language student. Not only would there be too many examples; many of them
would include language beyond their understanding, and some would be obscure usages.
This type of corpus is also well beyond the reach of an individual instructor, who might
hope to supplement a lesson with a few examples in context.
The advantages of a large corpus of this type are without doubt the conclusiveness
and authenticity of the language available to the researcher and the subsequent
conclusions that can be drawn in order to produce user-friendly resources such as
dictionaries or didactic materials. They are an unequaled resource when it comes to
producing these types of materials, but corpora are not inherently user-friendly to the
language student. Even though the work of the Collins COBUILD team is well beyond
the scope of my project, it is worthwhile noting the criteria that the researchers for
Collins COBUILD set for the language to be included in their corpus:
-written and spoken modes
-broadly general rather than technical language
-current usage, from 1960, and preferably very recent
- ‘naturally occurring’ text, not drama
-prose, including fiction and excluding poetry
- ‘standard English’, no regional dialects
-predominantly British English, with some American and other varieties.
(Willis 1990)
11

W hile the Destinos videoscripts don’t meet the above criteria, since they are
essentially drama for the purpose of language instruction and illustration, they do offer
some advantages to the instructor and to the beginning language learner. Since my work
focuses on the development of supplemental materials for the classroom, it is worth
taking into consideration a statement about small corpora by the language researcher,
John Flowerdew. In his “Concordancing in Language Learning” he writes, “For
concordancing purposes, it follows that where the aim is the study of grammar, a
relatively small corpus can be used, as a representative sample of the more frequently
occurring grammatical words can be assured.’’(Flowerdew 1993)
In addition to offering a much more manageable amount of data as a corpus base,
the Destinos videoscripts were written and designed specifically for second language
learners of Spanish and provide a solid base for grammatical and some lexical
exploration. Some of the dialogs may be challenging for the learners, but students have
the unique advantage of being able to watch the videos, repeatedly if desired. This allows
them to hear the dialog with its accompanying speaker intonations and to see any visual
cues included in it several times, all of which may aid in comprehension. Destinos
provides good examples of some of the most common problems that beginning students
have with the language and does so with the three types of Spanish that the scriptwriters
have incorporated into the programs: 1) that spoken by the off-screen narrator, 2) that
spoken by the main character, investigative lawyer Raquel Rodriguez (and often
accompanied by on-screen transcription) as she summarizes the events of the episode,
and 3) a more natural speed and usage of Spanish, spoken by the characters. Students are
not simply spoon-fed the materials but provided with a unique combination of language.
12

They are immersed in a nearly natural conversational Spanish right from the beginning,
and then aided by narrators to guide them to an understanding of the key points and
events. That is, some of the material is specifically written with the learner’s
comprehension as its primary concern, while other sections ask the learner to try and
understand as much as possible based on visual cues and an understanding of some, but
not all of the conversation.
The additional materials that I have developed take the student three steps further.
With the aid of the concordance program, students are able to revisit the segments that
may have sped by too quickly for comprehension the first time, thus increasing the
available comprehensible input. They can analyze examples that are more complex than
those presented in the narration or in Raquel’s reviews, and see the language that they
may not have understood as it was spoken in the video episode. These examples can also
be re-played on-screen for the students so as to increase their familiarity with the
language being emphasized. Once they are comfortable with the Destinos examples,
additional examples from native-speaker Internet sources are included, and finally a
synthesis exercise in which the student actively and creatively works with the material
concludes the work.
This is not much different from the format of the Collins COBUILD English
Course materials, in which representative examples are selected from the original corpus
and presented to the students. Although the original corpus that feeds into the student
exercises is much smaller in the case of the Destinos corpus, the idea that students should
not be overwhelmed with data, nor should they be expected to trudge through examples
that include language well beyond their comprehension level, is shared in both of the
13

resulting learning materials.
The most obvious disadvantage of the Destinos videoscripts as a corpus is the
apparent lack of spontaneous language. From a researcher’s perspective, this leaves the
authenticity of the oral expression to question. Most instructors would argue that
authentic and comprehensible speech is ideal, but for the purposes of a manageable
learner corpus, a staged language, spoken by native speakers is not a bad compromise.
One thing that the writers of Destinos attempt to do is to include a variety of
dialects. This is one area in which the Collins COBUILD program is weak. The writers of
Destinos recognize the diversity of the language. They give the students a taste of the
variety of accents and lexical differences that students may encounter as they go their
various ways in the world. The Collins COBU UD team makes the assumption that their
students need only concern themselves with the British variety of English.

Concordance-based Materials and the Student
Most language researchers would agree that students learning a foreign language
in the university setting are at a decided disadvantage to those students immersed in the
rich cultural and linguistic environment of an experience abroad. In general both the
quantity and the quality of the second language exposure is much more restricted in the
university setting. These exercises work to make the most of the available video series
examples and then broaden the exposure to go beyond the classroom materials and
include native source Internet sites. By incorporating the Internet examples, students are
exposed to a less controlled, more authentic use of the language.
Both the contextual examples from Destinos and the Internet examples can give
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the students a guided discovery experience in language learning. As they work with the
Internet materials they are encouraged to study the examples and come up with their own
conclusions. In addition, these activities can serve to raise learner awareness about
specific structures and usage.
Tim Johns writes about the inductive nature of such concordance-based activities
that go beyond the everyday classroom usage of textbook materials:
[A] concordance occupies an intermediate position between the
highly organized, graded and idealised language of the typical
coursebook, and the potentially confusing but far richer and more
revealing “full flood” of authentic communication. By
concentrating and making it easier to compare the contexts within
which a particular item occurs, it organises data in a way that
encourages and facilitates inference and generalisation. Such
generalisations may leap out of the contexts in an obvious
fashion.. .or may require a good deal more work on the part of the
researcher. (Flowerdew 1993)
While I am using the Internet as a corpus, the students are not asked to go to the
WebCorp or KWiCFinder programs on their own to draw conclusions but rather are given
some specific examples of the language to focus on. Really the students are able to draw
on two separate corpora: the Destinos videoscripts and the Internet. These two resources
combined serve to enrich the students’ classroom experience and carry it beyond the level
of the textbook to incorporate a greater sense of grammatical and authentic language
usage.

Concordance-based Materials and the Instructor
In the classroom, instructors very often rely on their own intuition about the
language. While this intuitive information is on the whole correct, it can distort truths
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about the language. For teachers, corpus-based research and activities provide several
advantages. Flowerdew outlines some of these, stressing that the corpus makes it less
necessary for the teacher to rely on his own presumptions about the language. Flowerdew
cites the following as advantages to the teacher to using corpus-based materials.
-information on frequency
-objectivity
-large amounts of data
-accessibility for non-natives
-information on style and register
-no risk of hesitation or fatigue
-possibility of diachronic information
-the data is authentic.. .not produced artificially [by the instructor]
(Flowerdew 1993)
Both native and non-native instructors alike have their own notions about the language
they teach. They may, for example have an idea of what the most common uses of a
particular word are. This intuition-based understanding of the language may not
correspond with the actual order of frequency as analyzed within a large corpus of
authentic usage. The problem is that sometimes our intuitions don’t take into
consideration the whole picture. John Sinclair, writing on this topic in Corpus,
Concordance, Collocation noted:
Indeed, the contrast exposed between the impressions of language
detail noted by people, and the evidence compiled objectively from
texts is huge and systematic. It leads one to believe that human
intuition about language is highly specific and not at all a good
guide about what actually happens when the same people actually
use the language. (Sinclair 1991)
A searchable corpus allows the instructor to approach questions about usage from a
scientific vantage point. The editors of the Collins COBUILD project bring this issue to
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the fore in the creation of their dictionary, which lists definitions in order of their
frequency in the COBUILD corpus. This does not necessarily correspond to the order that
a lexicographer or native-speaker relying on intuition might have chosen.
The corpus and activities I have created are not accessible in the classroom in
electronic form (there is no computer in the Spanish 101-102 classroom), so they cannot
be consulted “on the spot” during class time. This leaves the instructors to their own
intuitions or the textbook’s explanations. The corpus can still serve as a valuable resource
to the student and instructor as a supplemental tool available outside of class time that
may aid in illuminating classroom discussions and investigation of the language.

Theoretical Considerations in Creating Concordance-based Activities
As an instructor, I tend to believe that each language acquisition theory contains a
certain grain of truth to it, which can be exploited in the classroom. As each theory has its
particular characteristics, so too the language student regarding how he acquires the
language. Some students will match well with one theory, while others feel more
comfortable with a different one. I think it is important to take into consideration a
variety of learning and teaching styles. The activity sets in this thesis and their
accompanying Internet and Destinos materials reflect the incorporation of several
acquisition theories and teaching methodologies
I find Krashen’s ideas on comprehensible input highly relevant to the original
conception of the Destinos series and to the development of my activities. Both my
classroom observations as an instructor and my personal experience as a student indicate
that learners do at the very least understand the storyline of Destinos. Because of this, I
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chose the Destinos videoscripts as the starting point for my activities. I had the concept in
mind that if the students were already familiar with the video story, then the contextual
examples would be easier and more meaningful for them to process and comprehend.
The contextual examples from Destinos that introduce each activity set take on
the role of raising learner awareness. As a result of this heightened awareness, I
frequently find students want to compare the topic of study in Spanish to its English
counterpart. This often leads to activities that make use of grammar-translation and
contrastive analysis.
Students are naturally inclined to apply what they know about their native
language to the acquisition of a second. They also, not unexpectedly, carry their personal
interests and general knowledge and understanding of the world over to the second
language. I believe that students will be more motivated to read and investigate a text if it
has some relevance to their lives or holds their interest. They will also be able to acquire
more comprehensible input if they are reading within a context they already have some
understanding of. For this reason, I have chosen materials based on current mainstream
topics, within their realm of familiarity. The Internet materials provide the additional
advantages over the Destinos videoscripts of exposing the students to more natural
production of the language and encouraging them to try reading other authentic materials,
especially on-line newspapers.
Finally I believe that most students benefit from the task of inductive learning. In
these activities the students have to analyze and interpret linguistic data to make
conclusions, then apply their conclusions in the exercises. The activity sets often include
dictionary entries, which aid the students in their investigative role. These entries do a
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much better job of presenting the variety of usage and the contexts of usage than the
textbook’s glossary does. In working through activities like those in this thesis, students
will acquire a range of tools to help them in the language acquisition process. They can
use the comfortable, though limited familiarity of the Destinos corpus examples, the
authentic and more natural Internet articles and the dictionary entries. But they also are
learning how to recognize patterns in the language and to take an active role in their own
language acquisition process.
The Activities
The following activities demonstrate some of the many ways that an instructor
may derive materials for teaching purposes. These activities may supplement the first
year Destinos teaching materials or serve as review activities for more advanced students.
In addition to the activities, I have included “data and commentary” to elaborate on each
of the seven topics. The activities included in this thesis assume that the teacher will
provide some instructional information to begin with, and involvement and feedback for
the students as they work through them.
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Expressing Possession in Spanish
One of the earliest grammatical constructions that students hear in the Destinos
series is the use of de to express possession. In Episode 1 the off-screen narrator says,
“Ramon es hijo de Fernando. Mercedes es hija de Fernando. Hijo. Hija.” While de is used
frequently in the video and in everyday spoken Spanish to express possession, the
textbook defines de in the vocabulary list at the end of chapter 1 as “o f ’ or “from.” There
is a brief mention in the first workbook (p. 22) of the way it is used to translate the
English

but student work indicates that they need more focus on this construction,

otherwise they tend to transfer the ‘s from English to Spanish.
In addition to the de construction, this activity set focuses on the use of possessive
adjectives. Students should gain awareness of the ways to express possession in Spanish,
through the Destinos examples and the Internet piece. They should also be able to put
their study into practice in the activities, which include translation to heighten student
awareness of the differences and similarities between the two languages and a short essay
as a synthesis activity.
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Expressing Possession in Spanish

Read each of the examples below in which there is included an expression of possession. Think about
how the same concept would be expressed in English. The examples come from the Destinos
chapters indicated by the numbers in parenthesis.

(4) M IGUEL (PADRE): Soy esposo de' Elena y soy también hijo de* Teresa Suarez.
(4) CARLOS: Elios son mis^ hijos. Ella se llama Juanita. É1 se llama Carlitos. Esta es mi'* familia.
(1) ANGELA: Este era el haul de tu^ padre.
(1) JULIO: ^Como esta tu^ padre? ^Muy mal?
(3) ELENA: Pepe. Esta es Raquel Rodriguez, que viene de los Estados Unidos.
PEPE: Mucho gusto.
RAQUEL: Mucho gusto.
PEPE: El gusto es mio. ’
(5) RAQUEL: jAh, Dios mio®! Yo pensaba que Jaime se habia perdido otra vez.
(5) HOME RE CIEGO: O.N.C.E. quiere decir Organizacion Nacional de Ciegos Espaholes.
Es una organizacion muy importante en nuestro^ pais.
(41) ROBERTO: Angela, en Guadalajara hay una escuela de medicina muy modema.
Un amigo nuo'° estudio alli.
(Sl)GUIDE: Este senor se llama Hernân Trujillo y trabaja de zapatero.
Nacio y vive en Mexico, pero como muchos otros mexicanos, tiene lazos importantes con los Estados
Unidos. En California viven algunos parientes suyos".
(4) MIGUEL: Aqui esta una senorita de los Estados Unidos. Tiene una carta tuya'^ que le escribiste a un
senor en Mexico.

Actividad:

How would you translate the following to Spanish?
W hat can we use in English, but not in Spanish to express possession?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

my friend
a friend of yours (informal, singular)
my parent’s house.
their houses
Hector’s cat
our sister’s books
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Read this description written by a student living in Montevideo, Paraguay, then work through the
activity that follows to write your own paragraph about your hometown.

cDONDE VIVO?
Ml BARRIO POCITOS
Yo vivo en Pocitos que e s el mejor barrio de
Montevideo. Viven muehas personas, jovenes,
aduitos, ninos, etc. Casi nunca hay robos y e s muy
tranquilo. Mis amigos viven a la vueita de mi casa y
siempre nos juntamos para:
. conversar
. comer pizzas y

. tomar coca.
Me siento muy bien en mi barrio y ia verdad e s que
e s muy Undo. Podem os encontrar ia pizzeria Costa
'Azul, un Shopping Center que e s
muy grande y diverses com ercios.

^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ g Y o vivo a la vueita de ia rambia.
B S B I S H B C o m o se observa en la foto ia
rambia es el lugar de reunion de adolescentes,
jôvenes y viejos, donde salen a caminar, correr,
hacer ejercicio, andar en bicicleta, etc. Hay una
gran costa donde ei mar es muy iindo.
Florencia Gorlero
F O t O S h t t p y / WWW.tUriSmO.QUb.UV

http://kidlink.sunet.se/spaiilstiywai/vivQ/uy-scs/florenciag.htrol
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Translate the following statements from English to Spanish adding the appropriate information, then
incorporate the answers into a paragraph about yourself, your family and the place(s) you grew up.

1.

M y name is

2.

My brothers’ names are_

3.

My sisters’ names are__

4.

Our parents are (names).

5.

Our family is_______________ , ___________________ a n d _____________________ (fill with
adjectives)

6.

My favorite (sport, movie, activity) is_______________________ .

7.

My father’s/ mother’s favorite (sport, movie, activity) is_

8.

His/her favorite (athlete, actor) is_________________________and mine is.

9.

Our (dog’s, cat’s, other pet’s) name is___________________________

10. The name of my hometown i s ________________________ .
11. The best thing in my town is_____________________________.
12. The worst thing in my town is____________________________.
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de^
1 f name o f the le tte r {d}.

de^
1 prep (posesion, pertenencia) of: el iibro de Juan, Juan's book; el cache de mis padres, my
parents' car; el hermano de m i padre, my father's brother; la mesa de m i habitaciôn, the table
in my bedroom, 2 prep (procedencia, origen) from: soy de Cordoba, I'm from Cordoba; viene
de Barcelona, she comes from Barcelona. 3 prep (descripclon) with: la niha de ojos
castahos, the girl with dark eyes, the dark-eyed girl; el senor del abrigo azul, the man in the
blue coat. 4 prep (tem a) of, on, about: hablaron del tiempo, they talked about the
weather. 5 prep (m ateria) made of, of: una mesa de madera, a wooden table; un anillo de
oro, a gold ring; lo hicieron de plàstico, they made it out of plastic. 6 prep (contenido) of: un
vaso de agua, a glass of water. 7 prep (uso) for: aguja de calcetar, knitting needle; gallo de
pelea, fighting cock. 8 prep (oficio) by, as: trabaja de profesor, he works as a teacher; es
médico de profesiôn, he's a doctor by profession. 9 prep (m odo) on, in, as: de pie, standing
up; estar de moda, to be in fashion, 1 0 prep (tiem po) at, by, in: de dia, by day, during the
day; de noche, at night; a las diez de la mahana, at ten in the morning. 11 prep (lugar) varias
traducciones: la veclna de arriba, our upstairs neighbour; e/ lavabo de abajo, the downstairs
toilet; la ventana de la derecha, the window on the right; la puerta de la calle, the s tre e t
door. 12 prep (precio) at: manzanas de dosclentas pesetas el kilo, apples a t two hundred
p esetas a kilo. 13 prep (medida) measuring: una botella de dos litros, a two litre bottle; una
mesa de un m etro de ancho, a metre-wide table. 14 prep (causa) with, because of, of: llorar
de alegna, to cry with joy; m o rir de frlo, to die of cold. 15 prep (agente) by: es una obra de
Lope, a play by Lope. 1 6 prep (con superlativo) in, of: el m ejor de Espaha, the best in
Spain; el m ayor de los tres, the eldest of the three. 17 prep (suposicion) if: de haberlo
dicho, if he had told us. 18 prep (en una aposicion) of: la ciudad de Barcelona, the city of
Barcelona.
Q See also d e l ,

httpiZ/wvyw.vox.es/consultar.html
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Data and Commentary:
Destinos occurences
mi(s)
768
tu(s)
297
su
755
nuestro/a(s)
60
vuestro/a(s)
0
nuo/a (s)
37
tuyo/a (s)
9
suyo/a (s)
2

De

3447 (of course, not all of these are used in statements of possession)

Right collocates with de
De
De
De
De
De

+ person’s name (Angel, Rosario, M iguel..)
la...
los...
su...
mi...

476
371
148
99
86

With 3447 occurrences in Destinos, de is the most frequently occurring word in
the corpus. This activity focuses on one of the most common of its many applications, the
expression of possession. In addition to de, the possessive adjectives tend to cause some
confusion because of their behavior as adjectives. For example, students will often write
the word sus with a singular noun (*sus libro) believing that if they want to convey the
word their, then the plural form is required. This activity also does some focus work on
this problem. Students should come to understand that su/s can take on any one of six
different meanings as a possessive adjective {his, her, your singular, your plural, their
masculine, their fem inine) and that the preceding context is what specifies that meaning.
They should also understand that: 1) the English

construction is commonly replaced

by a de expression in Spanish; 2) in both languages the possessive adjectives are
generally employed in the same way syntactically; 3) all possessive adjectives in Spanish
must agree in number with the nouns they modify and some also must agree in gender.
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The Preposition A
It is hard to believe that such a tiny little word can have much bearing on
the language, but a in Spanish really carries a diverse and prominent workload. This
activity set is designed to come early in the progression of coursework and draws mostly
on earlier episodes. It could, however easily be expanded upon to include other contexts,
and could be used as the basis for a review any time in the first or second year. The
dictionary entry plays a central role in this set. It shows the range of uses a has and helps
increase student awareness of this little word.
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The P reposition A
As you read through the following examples from Destinos, pay close attention to how a is used. Write
down what you think the role of the a is in the corresponding blanks at the end of this page. (Don’t
forget about the personal a in Spanish.)
(3) MIGUEL: Esta senorita busca a ‘ la abuela.
(5) RAQUEL (VO): ...A’ las once y media, Jaime y yo vamos
la Catedral a^ buscar a^ sus padres, pero
Jaime se pierde otra vez. ^En donde busco a* Jaime?
^En la Catedral o en el Alcazar? Busco a^ Jaime en la Catedral.
For fm encuentro a* la familia de Jaime en frente de la Catedral y vamos a^ un lugar historico.
^Adonde'“ vamos? Vamos al' Alcazar. El Alcazar es un lugar historico de la epoca arabe.
Pero el Alcazar esta cerrado los domingos despues de la una
(9) RAQUEL: Si, Federico. Ya tengo la cartera y la foto. Si, voy a - tomar un taxi ahora mismo.
(12) RAQUEL: Tengo una habitaciôn reservada.
RECEPCIONISTA: ^A'^ nombre de quién?
RAQUEL: Raquel Rodriguez.
RECEPCIONISTA: A'"* ver, un momento, por favor. Si, tengo su nombre, pero la reserva no es para hoy.
RAQUEL: ^Como?
(3) GUIDE: Raquel viaja de la Ciudad de México a “’ Sevilla, una ciudad de Espaha. Espaha... un pais
europeo. A1‘* norte esta Francia... y el Mar Cantabrico. AX oeste esta Portugal y el Océano Atlantico...
(4) GUIDE: AX'® dia siguiente, Raquel y la familia. Ruiz van aX'^ mercadillo de los animales en la Plaza
Alfalfa.
1. personal a
2.
3 . _______________
4 . ______________
5 . ______________
6.
7 . ______________
8.
9 . ______________

10.

1 1 ._______________
1 2 ._______________
1 3 .________________
1 4 .________________
1 5 .________________
1 6 ._______________
1 7 .________________
1 8 ._______________
1 9 .________________

________________________

Now look at the following dictionary entry for a. Can you match each of the Destinos examples with a
section from the dictionary entry?

Diccionario VOX:
a'

http://www.vox.es/consultar.htmi

1 prep (direccion) to: g irar a la derecha, to turn (to the) right;
irse a casa, to go home; subir a! autobus, to get on the bus;
caer a l mar, to fall into the sea;
llegar a Barcelona, to arrive in Barcelona, reach Barcelona.

2 prep (destino) to, towards.
3 prep (distancia) away: a diez kilôm etros de casa, ten kilometres (away) from home.
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4 prep (lugar) at, on : a la entrada, at the entrance;
a la izquierda, on the left;
a m i lado, at my side, by my side, next to me;
al sol, in the sun;
a l norte/sur/este/oeste, to the north/south/east/w est.

5 prep (tiem po) at: a las once, at eleven;
a los tres dias, three days later;
a tiempo, in time; al final, in the end;
a la mahana siguiente, (on) the following morning;
da cuàntos estamos?, what's the date?; estamos a 30 de mayo, it's the thirtieth of May.
6 prep (m odo) by, in; a degas, blindly;
a oscuras, in the dark;
a la espahola, (in the) Spanish style, in the Spanish way.
7 prep (instrum enta) by, in;
a mano, by hand;
a làpiz, in pencil;
a pie, on foot.
8 prep (precio) a: a 100 pesetas el kilo, a hundred p esetas a kilo.
9 prep (m edida) at; a 90 kilôm etros p o r hora, a t 90 kilometres an hour;
a docenas, by the dozen.
10 prep (finalidad) to: él vino a vernos, he came to see us.
11 prep (com plemento directo persona) 0; vi a Juanita, Î saw Juanita;
encontramos a Pedro, we m et Pedro.
12 prep (com plemento indirecto) to: dàmelo, give it to me.
13 prep (como im perativo) 0: ia dorm ir!, bedtime!; ia ver!, let's seel.
14 verbo + a + inf, prep to: aprender a nadar, to learn (how) to swim;
empezaba a nevar, it began to snow;
voy a venderlo. I'm going to sell it.

• a que
I bet ...ia que no lo haces!, I bet you don't do it!.
O See also al .

al
1 contr SEE a. 2 al + , !oc on + ger: me lo encontré a! salir de casa, I met him when I was
leaving, I met him on leaving; al quedarse sin dinero, tuvo que ponerse a trabajar, when he
ran out of money, he had to get down to work.
• e s ta al ca er, it’s about to happen.
O Contraction of a + ei .

Answer the following questions for yourself, then ask a partner.
1. ^Adonde vas los fines de semana?
2.

que hora llegas a la universidad?

3. ^Conoces a Dolly Parton?
4. ^Deseas cenar a la espahola hoy?
5. Al terminar tus estudios, ^adonde vas? iQ ué vas a hacer?
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Data and Commentary
Destinos frequencies;
a=
3108
al =_________________ 436
combined total =
3544
The preposition a is a very high frequency word in Spanish, and understanding its
wide range of uses is key to producing native-like language. The most difficult for non
native speakers to employ on a regular basis is the personal a, which has no equivalent in
English. The other difficulty that presents itself is that the prepositions in Spanish do not
neatly correspond one for one to an English counterpart. A person wishing to translate the
Spanish a to English might chose one of several different words, depending on the
context of the phrase. As students continue to study Spanish, the use of a will become
more apparent and natural to them. This activity is designed to heighten their awareness
of its many uses. Teachers could incorporate a current newspaper article, in which
students analyze the use of a beyond the Destinos examples, but I believe that there is
sufficient material within the videotexts for students to understand the variety of the word.
If students come to understand how many ways one preposition can be used, they may
come to consider the varied uses of other Spanish prepositions as well.
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Ser and Estar
Confusion over the differences between ser and estar is one of the classic Spanish
learner stumbling blocks because both verbs translate into English as “to be.” The first
part of this activity is designed to raise learner awareness of the various uses of ser and
estar. It is an extension of the type of activity already found in the Destinos workbook
and it serves as a good review to use around chapter 11. Students can refer back to the
highlighted section on usage in this chapter of the workbook to fill in the charts. My
activity that focuses on the combinations of ser de and estar de takes students beyond the
workbook focus to include some additional meanings. It begins with examples taken
directly from the Destinos corpus, and then draws upon some Internet examples for
further illustration. Finally the students work with a question and answer section in which
they are expected to come up with answers that incorporate ser de or estar de.
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Ser and Estar (To be and to be...)
As you know, two of the words that express the English “to be” are ser and estar, and each is used for
specific purposes. As a review, read through these examples from Destinos, and then fill in the following
charts. (The numbers in parenthesis refer to episode numbers)

(l)RAQUEL; Me llamo Raquel Rodriguez. Vivo en Los Angeles, California. Soy* mexicoamericana y soy^
abogada.
(l)RAQUEL: Bueno, es^ una larga historia.
(l)RA QUEL (VO): La hacienda

muy importante para don Fernando. Es^ un simbolo para él.

(l)RAQUEL: Si, si. Pero, espere... ^Donde nos encontramos?
ELENA: En la Giralda, a las once y media.
RAQUEL: Si, si, pero, ^donde esta* la Giralda?
ELENA: Alli, en aquella torre.
(l)JU LIO : ^Como esta^ tu padre? ^Muy mal?
(1)JUAN: Ramon, jqué milagro! ^Como estas^?
RAMON: Yo, bien, pero Papa esta"* muy mal.
(2)RAMÔN: Hola. Yo soy^ Ramon Castillo. Ella es^ mi esposa, Consuelo...
(4)RAQUEL: ^Y eres* buen estudiante?
JAIME: Si, pero no me gusta mucho la escuela.
(4)RAQUEL: Jaime, l y tu, en que aho estas^?
JAIME: Estoy^ en el primer ano.
(4)PEDRO: ^Vas a Madrid, entonces?
RAQUEL: Si. Pero no mahana. Résulta que la Sra. Suarez esta^ en Barcelona con otro de sus hijos.
(5) ENGLISH NARRATOR: The man tells Raquel where and when he sells his tickets.
HOMBRE CIEGO: Los lunes, martes, miércoles, jueves y viernes, estoy^ en la calle Sierpes de las ocho de
la mahana hasta la una.
(6)HOMBRE CIEGO: justed no es^ de aqui, verdad?
RAQUEL; No. Soy*** de los Estados Unidos, de California...
(6)RAQUEL (VO): Hasta el momento, mi viaje a Espaha no tiene los resultados esperados.
Estoy^ aqui en Espaha para buscar a la Sra. Teresa Suarez.
(6)RAQUEL: ^Y... donde esta*** tu marna?
JAIME: Mamâ esta* en el mere ado.
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S e r - conjugated
form
1. (yo) Soy

context

translation

use category

m exicoam ericana...

I am m exicanam erican

nationality

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

E s t a r - conjugated
form
1. estâ

context
/d o n d e
Giralda

la

translation

use category

Where is the
G iralda ?

location

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Translate the following questions then use them to interview a classmate:
1. How are you today?
2. Where is your best friend right now?
3. What is your friend like?
4. Where are you from?
5. W here are you at 7:15 a.m. on Thursdays?
6. What is your favorite color?
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L a n g u a g e F ocu s: s e r de o r e sta r de
I. Read through the following examples from Destinos and match the meaning of the bold words with the
English translations in the box below (The number in parenthesis is a reference to the episode number.)
(44) ...El mural que estamos viendo ahora es de Orozco.*
ROBERTO: Este mural es de Diego Rivera. *
ARTURO: Que impresionante es, ^no creen?
(12) CHOFER: Usted no es de aqui ^no?
RAQUEL: No. Soy de Los Angeles. Este es mi primer viaje.
(41) RECEPCIONISTA: Srta. Rodriguez, hay un mensaje para Ud.
RAQUEL: Gracias. Es de Ramon. Aqui explica lo de don Fernando.
(38) RAMON: Para Juan es de la mayor importancia.
(6) ALFREDO: Y usted, ^qué hace en Espana? ^Esta de vacaciones?
RAQUEL: No. Busco a una persona.
(28) JULIO: Conozco al mejor especialista en México, pero esta de viaje.
Estâ dando una serie de conferencias en Europa.
(35) PEDRO: j Ah! Entonces, no se puede ir sin probarlo. Sirvenos un tequila anejo, por favor. Si
todos estan de acuerdo, claro.
^Orozco and Diego Rivera are Mexican muralisi painters____________________________________________________

a. is from a place (origin)

b. is of

c. is on vacation

d. is from a person

e. is by a person

f. is in agreemei

II. The following additional examples of ser de and estar de come from Internet sites. Read through them
and see if you can come up with an English translation of the highlighted sections.
1. “Porque el mundo es de todos y punto, ha nacido mundotodos.com, el nuevo portal de infotec donde
encontraras todo tipo de informacion util para la vida diaria, cines accesibles, empleo, tienda virtual...”
h ttp ://w w w .in fo tec-sl.co m /

2. Esta

O

no esta de moda el E-Business?

h ttp ://w w w .coasin .c]/h tm l/even tos/op iD ion es/e b u ssines.h tm l

3. 44% de la poblacion mexicana esta de acuerdo con grupos feministas.
httD://w w w .caracQ l.com .co/en c/in d ex.asp ?t= V

III. Actividad: Include a form of ser de or estar de, depending on the context to write an answer to the
following questions.
1. i,Qué es de mayor importancia para ti, los estudios universitarios o las relaciones con la familia?
2.

Si recibes una carta, ^generalmente de quién es?

3.

^Escribes tarjetas postales durante tus vacaciones? (When I ’m on vacation...)

4.

^Cual es tu libro favorito y de quién es?

5.

^De donde son tus padres?

6.

^Qué piensas de las ultimas (latest) decisiones del présidente?
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se r
1 / (gen) to be: Socrates era filosofo, Socrates was a philosopher; m i prim o es aiemàn, my
cousin is German; Marta es rubia, Marta is blonde; la faida es azul, the skirt is blue; era
verano, it was sum m er; fue en enero, it was in January; son las cuatro, it's four
o'clock; éramos tres, there were three of us; e s crema para las manos, it's hand cream; esa
respuesta no es de caballero, th a t isn't a gentlemanly answer.
2 i (pertenecer) to be, belong ((de, to)): estas sillas son nuestras, these chairs are ours; el
coche es de Ana, the car belongs to Ana; dde quién es este libro?, whose book is this?.
3 / (ser propio) to be like ((de, -)): es m uy de Pilar, it's ju st like Pilar.
4 I (costar) to be, cost: icu à n to es?, how much is it?.
5 i (causar) to cause, be.
6 / (consistir en) to lie in, consist of.
7 / (suceder) to happen ((de, to)): dqué fue de Ivàn?, what happened to Ivan?.
8 / (ocurrir, tener lugar) to take place, be held ; la reunion sera en el salon da actos, the
meeting will be held in the assembly hall.
9 aux (pasiva) to be: fue encontrado p o r Raul, it was found by Raul.
10 m (ente) being.
11 m (esencia) essence, substance.
1 2 m (valor) core, heart.
13 m (vida) life, existence.
14 s e r d e , / (procéder) to be from, come from; Santi es de Câceres, Santi is from Caceres.
15 s e r d e , / (indica m aterial) to be made of: la puerta es de madera, th e door is made of
wood.
1 6 s e r d e, / (devenir) to become of: iqué séria de nosotros sin til, what would become of us
without you!.
17 s e r d e, / (esta r escrito) to be by, be written by: es de Garcia Marquez, it's by Garcia
Marquez.
1 8 s e r d e + inf, i (ser digno) to be worth: e s de ver, it's worth seeing; es de adm irar, she's to
be admired.
• a no s e r por, if it were not for, if it wasn't for. jj a no se r q u e, unlessa no ser que cambie
de opinion, unless he changes his mind. 11 a poder ser, if possibles poder ser
mahana, tomorrow if possible. || iasi sea ! / ise a !, so be it!, right!. || co m o d e b e ser , as it
should be. 11 cc o m o e s e s o ? / cco m o p u ed e ser?, how can th a t be?. 11 dar el se r , fm l to
give life. 11 d e no s e r a si, otherwise, if not. 11 d e no se r por ..., had it not been for .... 11
e r a s e una v e z ..., once upon a time .... j | e s d e e sp era r q u e ... / e s de d e s e a r q u e ..., it's
to be expected that ... / it's to be hoped th at .... jj e s decir, in other words, th a t is to say. j j
e s m a s, furthermore, what is more. 11 e s q u e ..., it's just th a t .... 11 lo q u e s e a , whatever,
anything. 11 no e s n ad a, ..., it's all right, .... 11 no e s para ta n to , it's not all th at bad. 11 no
sera para ta n to , it won't come to that. 11 o s e a , that is, that is to say, I m eanen el prim er
trim estre, o sea, en los prim eros tres meses, in the first quarter, th at is, in the first three
months. [ | por si fu era p oco, to top it all, to make m atters worse. 11 no p u ed e se r , it can't
be true. 11 p u e d e ser, it's possible, it could be. 11 s e a com o s e a , in any case. | j se r d e lo
q u e no h ay, fam to be a real winner. 11 s e r m uy su y o ,-a , fam to be quite a character. | j
sie n d o a si, th at being the case. 11 un si e s no e s , a trifle, a touch.
■ se r h u m an o human being . | j Ser S uprem o Supreme Being .
O Conjugation model 86 .
http://www.vQX.es/consultar.html
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e s ta r
1 t (lugar, posiclôn) to be: estaba sobre la mesa, it was on th e table; a lli esta, there it
is; estamos en casa, we are at home; los precios estàn altos, prices are high.
2 / (perm anecer) to be, stay: estuvimos a lli diez dias, we stayed there for ten days.
3 / (cualidades transitorias) to be: esta cansado, he's tired; esta mal, he's ill.
4 I (una prenda) to suit, be: el vestldo negro te estâ bien, the black dress suits you; te esta
grande, it's too big for you.
5 e s ta r < + g e r u n d io > , aux to be: estaban cantando, they were singing.
6 e s ta r a, / (precio) to be, sell at: (fecha) to be: estàn a 200 pesetas, they're 200
pesetas; estamos a 15 de marzo, it's the 15th of March.
7 e sta r con , / (ten er) to have: (esta r de acuerdo) to agree with: estoy con gripe, I have the
flu; estoy con Ana, I agree with Ana.
8 e s ta r d e , / (gen) to be: (tra b ajar) to be, be working as: ( ir vestido) to be, be dressed
in: estar de vacaciones, to be on holiday; estar de exàmenes, to be doing exams; estâ de m al
humor, s h e ’s in a bad mood; estâ de profesor, he works as a teacher; estâ de defense, he
plays in defence; estâ de uniforme, he’s in uniform.
9 e s ta r e n , / (consistir) to be, lie: (entender) to understand: (creer) to think,
believe: (depender de uno) to be up to: el m otivo esta en el dinero, money is the reason; su
fracaso estâ en su falta de m otivaciôn, his failure lies in his lack of motivation; estoy en lo que
quieres decir, I understand what you mean; estoy en que no vendrân, I don't think they ’ll
come; esta en él decirselo, it’s up to him to tell her.
10 e s ta r para, / (estar a punto) to be about to: (estar acabado) to be finished, be
ready: (esta r de hum or) to feel like, be in the mood for: estâ para marchar, she's about to
leave; no estoy para bromas. I'm in no mood for jokes; estarâ para las cuatro, it'll be finished
by four.
11 e sta r por, i (no haberse ejecutado) to remain to be: (estar determ inado) to be for: (ir
a) to be going to: (a favor) to be for: estâ p or escribir, it still has to be written; estoy p o r
quedarme. I'm for staying; estâ por salir, she's going to go out; estamos p o r este
partido, we're for this party.
1 2 e sta r q u e, / fam to be nearly, be really, be practically: estâ que se hunde, it’s practically
ruined.
1 3 e s ta r sin + inf, i not to have been + pp: el coche estâ sin lavar, the car hasn't been
washed, the car still needs washing.
1 4 e s ta r s e , p (perm anecer) to spend, stay: se estuvo todo el dia leyendo, she sp e n t all day
reading.
• en s e g u id a e s t é , it'll be ready in a moment, j | e s t é b ien , it’s all right. 11 e s t é m al, it’s
wrong, j j e s t é q u e rabia, fam he/she is hopping mad. | j e sta r a ia q u e sa ita , fam to be
ready to seize any opportunity, j | e sta r a m atar, fam to be a t daggers drawn, j | e sta r a
p u n to d e, to be about to. | j e sta r a tie m p o d e, to be in time to. 11 e sta r al caer, to be here
any minute. 11 e sta r d e m a s, not to be needed. H esta r d e m ied o , fam to be a real cracker.
11 e sta r en lo cierto , to be right, j j e sta r en to d o , not to miss a trick. 11 ie s t é t e q u ieto ,a!, keep still!, stop fidgeting!. 11 e s to y q u e no pu ed o m é s, fam I can't take any more.
O Conjugation model 71. I f it is followed by a noun it always takes a preposition. When
followed by an adjective it expresses a quality which is neither perm anent n o r in h e re n t .

http://www.vox.es/consultar.html
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Data and Commentary
Es de:

most frequent right collocate with es in the Destinos videos

Esta de: de = 7th most frequent right collocate with esta in the Destinos videos
Present tense indicative ser and estar;
ser
occurrences estar
soy
129 estoy
41 estas
eres
es
1504 esta
somos
12 estamos
0 estais
sois
son
239 estàn

occurrences
143
135
642
47
0
119

Top 20 left collocates with es:

Top 20 right collocates with es:

# of occurrences
no
que
esta
si
este
quién
Raquel
que
eso
Arturo
Angela
si

y
esto
asi
bueno
pero
verdad
ya
ahora

# of occurrences
un
una
la
muy
que
el
mi
verdad
cierto
de
posible
necesario
lo
mejor
tan
usted
como
tarde
todo
importante

123
49
48
46
42
40
36
35
32
28
25
25
25
24
23
22
22
22
14
13
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117
109
108
104
93
77
51
30
28
26
24
20
19
18
18
18
17
16
15
14

Top 20 right collocates with esta:

Top 20 left collocates with esta:

no
aqui
que
Raquel
donde
como
Fernando
Arturo
alli
Ramon
Angela
Roberto
ya
ellas
senorita
bien
pero
usted

y
ahora

# of occurrences
49

bien
en
muy
la
el
aqui
de
hablando
pasando
una
gravemente
tu
a
fechada
seguro
tan
trabajando
alli
Roberto
su

35
35
32
28
27
23
17
11
10
9
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
6

# of occurrences
104

62
49

38
17
16
12
12
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6

Learning a foreign language in the classroom, out of context, that is to say,
without the benefit of the social and cultural immersion that living abroad would offer
becomes problematic. Students have much less contact with the language and depend
almost entirely upon the classroom experience, especially the instructor or video input,
for exposure to “correct usage” of the language. The developers of the learner’s soap
opera Destinos try to provide students and teachers with rich and nearly authentic
production, spoken by native speakers, but the problem is that no matter how much they
study Destinos, it’s still Destinos, and in and of itself, it is a limited resource. Take the
example of the use of the verb ser, one of the most frequently used verbs in Spanish, and
one of the most frequently misused verbs by English-speaking learners because of the
confusion with the verb estar. The printed materials that accompany the video go beyond
the video to present drills and examples of the different conjugations. However, when the
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Concordance software is applied to this question, it is interesting to note that there are
many examples of the

2°^ and 3^^ person singular forms, but that the nosotros form

(3*^^ person singular) does not appear until Episode 17, and the vosotros form (2“^ person
plural, Spain) does not appear at all, even though the first eleven episodes of Destinos
take place in Spain.
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Bien and Bueno
These activities focus on both the basic grammatical differences between the two
words bien and bueno (adjective vs. adverb) and on some of the more common fixed
expressions. There is certainly no lack of examples from Destinos, but the incorporation
of the restaurant review pulls in some authentic usage in a context the students can relate
to and already have some familiarity with in English.
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Bien and Bueno
Look for patterns in the excerpts from Destinos, and fill in the missing context in the table,
then try to answer the questions.
1. (ejemplo)

bien

3. buen

10. bueno

2.

bien

4,buena

1 1 .buenas

3.

bien

5. buena

12. bueno

4.

bien

6. buena

13. bueno

5.

bien

7. buenas

14. bueno

l.buen

8. buenas

15. buenos

2. buen

9. buenas

COnoZCO

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

1. Bien is often preceded b y ________________
2. What do the contexts given tell you about the use of buen, buena, buenos, buenas?
a. Buen comes before_________________ .
b. Buena comes before________________ .
c. Buenos____________________________
d. Buenas______________________________
3. What other uses of bueno are there? How do you think bueno is used most often in Destinosl

(16) RAQUEL: Arturo es muy buena® persona, ^no?

(27) PADRE RODRIGO: Disculpen, pero yo sé que
ése es Rodrigo Castilla. Lo conozco b ien \ vive aqm
cerca.

(21) RAQUEL: Me parece muy buena* idea.
(8) RAQUEL: Buenas’ noches.
SRA. SUÂREZ: Buenas® noches.

(32) LUIS: ( Y como estâ Raquel?
MARIA: Estâ b ie n \ Trabaja demasiado.

(24) RAQUEL: Tengo buenas® noticias, Mamâ.
MARIA: A ver.

(33) ANGELA: iRoberto!
JULIO; No se preocupe, senorita. Estâ inconsciente,
pero parece que estâ bien?

( 12) EL AM A DE CASA: Tiene una paciente, doctor.
ARTURO: Bueno'? Buenas" tardes. Adelante, por
favor. Pase.

(25) HÉCTOR: Acompânenme a casa... ^Qué querian?
Àngel... Claro que lo recuerdo bien? Era mi amigo.

(17) RAQUEL: ^Bueno'*?
ARTURO (VO): jHola! jEs un dia hermoso!
RAQUEL: ^Arturo? ^Qué hora es?
ARTURO: jHola! ^Raquel?
RAQUEL: Ah, si, Arturo...
ARTURO: ^Qué tal te fue con las compras?

(25) RAQUEL: Yo tampoco. Debes tener paciencia,
Angela. Todo saldrâ bien®.
(4) Miguel es un buen* estudiante.
(4) RAQUEL: Osito me gusta mucho. Es un buen^
nombre, me parece muy apropiado.

(1) RAQUEL: Bueno**, es una larga histona.

(18) RAQUEL: No, Arturo. No me gustan las
despedidas.
ARTURO: Comprendo. jQue tengas buen* viaje I

(4) MIGUEL (PADRE): Bueno*? es un poco tarde,
tenemos que imos.

(5) RAQUEL: De acuerdo. jBuena** suerte!

(3) TAXISTA: Buenos dias.
RAQUEL: Buenos dias. Tengo que ir a la calle Pureza
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Skim the following article, then answer these questions.
1.

i,Qué tipo de articule es?

2.

^AI autor le gusta el Café Magritte? ^Qué marca de calidad le da al restaurante?

3.

iQ ué es bueno del Café Magritte?

4.

i,Qué hacen bien en el café?

5.

^Como termina el artfculo? ^Qué significa la ultima exclamacion?

GOURMET

SUGEREKCIAS

d l l (/o m m i
fx/r G. L Othon

M ol del Valle
Garza Garcia, N.L.
Especialidad: cafeteria
Categorfa: informal

,
T T T

Sugerencias del Chef
Café americano
Ensalada griega
Cerezas del chef

: I

No tviomi'Htitihic

Malo

$15.00
$18.00
$20.00

.

(

Hm tiu

' I

I ‘ : I

Exi f U'ccu-

Para cafés, los del M agritte
E l M ol del V alle ha reg re sad o un poco a la vida co n la a p ertu ra del nuevo C afé M ag ritte
frecu en tad o , p rin cip alm en te, p o r gente jo v en .
E ste lugar se ha c o n v e rtid o en el "hit" y la "nueva onda" de m uchos reg io m o n tan o s que buscan
to m arse la buena tac ita de café y, quizâ, un p a ste lillo o dos. E so si, si u stedes b u scan un lugar
do n d e corner y tien en un ap etito m ayor al de un co lib ri, no se d e je n e n g a n ar p o r los rum ores que
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circulai! d e q u e se sirve d e corner en este lugar, ya que se so rp re n d e râ n al e n te rarse que las
rac io n es son tan p e q u e n as, q u e p a re c e c e n tro de dieta o ju e g o de "com iditas".
E l c a fé rec ib e su n o m b re p o r el p in to r su rrealista b e lg a R en é M ag ritte, cuyos m u rales han
e m b e lle c id o d u ran te anos los ed ificio s pû b lico s de B élgica.
E l p eq u e n o lugar cu en ta con d e co raciô n m uy interesan te; las p ared es son c o lo r azul cielo con
n ubes b lan c a s p o r d o q u ier y m as de 15 rep ro d u ce!o n es de las p in tu ra s del artista han sido
co lg ad as en p o sic io n e s estratég icas (prin cip alm en te donde se e n c u en tra n las g rietas del viejo
ed ificio ).

No tocan "La Macarena"
H ay dos seccio n es en el café (se e q u iv o can si creen que una de ellas es la de no fum adores): una
in te rio r que c u e n ta con un buen sistem a de aire aco n d icio n ad o , ad em âs de la e x te rio r que, a p artir
de las 6:00 de la tard e, se vuelve m uy agradable.
L a m û sica q u e se e scu c h a cae, por lo g eneral, den tro de la cla sifica c iô n de "pop rock", segûn m e
dicen. N o esta a nivel m uy a lto en el interior, sino agradable p ara co n v ersar; y si n o les gusta lo
que tocan, en la secciô n de a fu era se escu ch a aùn m en os.
E n m is fre c u e n te s v isitas a este lugarcito m e he d ad o c u e n ta que si se les lleva algûn disco
c om pacto, o bien, algun o b so leto casete, lo co m p lacerân p o n ién d o lo , siem p re y c u an d o no
m oleste a los dem âs. Y no se p reocupen, n o to can "La M acarena", ya sea p o r reg las del lugar o
p o r sim ple sen tid o com ùn de los m eseros.
Si p o r c a su a lid a d su en a esa d esag rad ab le canciôn, ésta es in m ed iatam en te ree m p la z a d a p o r algo
m enos c o n tro v e rsial; rec u e rd en que en las bodas la ch o tearo n hasta el repudio.
El M ag ritte se c a racteriza, p o r supuesto, p o r la gran v ariedad de cafés, cap u ch in o s, "cafés
in tem acio n ales" y dem âs. Si ustedes son com o yo, que les g usta el buen café n e g ro sin adiciones
ex tran as o en d u lzan tes, el café am erican o de aq u i les va a gustar.
A dem âs, es tan bueno el serv icio en este aspecto, que general m ente no d ejan al b ebensal ver el
fo n d o de la taza. El café a m erican o vale 5 pesos, m âs barato que con los p rete n cio so s del C afé
S ociety e igual que en el F lo rian o el V ips.
V ale la p en a p ro b ar alg u n o de los tantos cafés con licor, que v arian de p rec io d esd e los 14 hasta
los 22 pesos: el café m ex ican o ($ 14.00) con teq u ila y K ahlûa, el c o n q u ista d o r (14.00) con
K ah lû a y ron, o el C ozum el frap p ead o (16.00) con cointrau y ron, todos e llo s e x celen tes para
relajarse desp u és de la pelfcula q u e acaben ustedes de d isfru ta r (esp ero ) en los V alle C inem as o
en los cines del m ism o M ol.
El serv icio m e p a re c io m uy bueno y atento, au n q u e en ocasio n es se hace n o tar la po ca
ex p e rien c ia que tien en alg u n o s de esto s jô v e n e s en el trabajo. L a m esera (ûn icam en te he visto una
adem âs de la que se en carg a de p rep a ra r las b eb id as) ju e g a ex c ele n te papel de anfitrio n a,
salu d an d o so n rien te a la m ayoria de los co m en sales y h acién d o lo s sentir en casa.
M ie n tra s tanto, los m eseros in ten tan serv ir los cafés y to m ar las ôrdenes, tro p e z an d o
o c a sio n a lm e n te o m o ja n d o a alguno de los co m en sales con la cerveza; pero u sted sabe m ejo r que
yo que h asta en los m ejo res resta u ra n te s c h o rrean a la concuiT encia.
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L o q u e no m e ag rad o m u ch o es que, adem âs de que no h ay âre a de no fu m a d o res, la jo v e n c ita ya
m en c io n ad a , en c arg a d a de p rep a ra r las bebidas, lo h ace p o r lo gen eral con un cig a rro en la boca.

Extra por champinones
L a p rim e ra vez q u e se m e o c u rriô la idea de c o m e r en este lu g ar fue p o rq u e vi un as tortas en la
m esa c o n tig u a q u e m e llam aro n la atenciôn; pedf una de ro sb if (18.00) q u e tiene q u eso crem a,
q u eso ho lan d és, tom ate, lech u g a y aceitu n as negras.
E l m esero o fre c iô d o tarm e con ch am p in o n es ex tras en m i torta, p e ro p o r su p u esto no m e aviso
que h ab ia un carg o e x tra de 6 p esos; la p eq u en ez del san d w ich m e o b lig é a p ed ir otro para saciar
m i tre m en d o apetito.
L o q u e m e llam o m u ch o la aten ciô n es que la cerveza la sirven en la b o tella, n o dan ni siquiera un
tarro o un vasito. M e sen ti en una c a n tin a de tercera, de ésas que h ay en el C en tro y que ni ustedes
ni yo fre c u e n ta m o s d esd e la m uy leja n a ju v en tu d .
D e fin itiv a m e n te , las en sala d as del C afé M ag ritte se m erecen el 10. L a e n sala d a griega (128.00)
con lechuga, tom ate, ch am p in o n es a la griega, aceitu n as n egras, ceb o lla, p ep in o , q u eso de cab ra y
v inagreta co m o ad erezo venia m uy a b u n d an te y m uy bien hecha.
N i las crê p a s ni las p astas valen m ucho la pen a aqui; ped i crêp as de flo r de calab aza, que no solo
estab an d esab rid as, sin o que era m âs la salsa de b rocoli con la q u e las ban ab an q u e las crêpas
m ism as. M e sirv iero n dos crêpas trian g u lares (digam os, de 6 cen tim etro s cad a cateto ) que no me
sirvieron "ni p a fa rra n q u e ". E l ravioli trico lo r (20.00) c o n sistia en dos rav io les de cad a color, de 4
p o r 4 c e n tim etro s, que les voy a ser fran co , estab a m uy rico, p ero m e d e jô con sensaciôn de vacio.
Q uiero e n fa tiz a r q u e la razô n p o r la cual la com ida nos d ecep cio n a tan to es p o rq u e el M ag ritte es
un café. H ay q u e venir a to m arse una tacita o dos, con los am igos o los socios y a d isfru ta r del
buen pastelito. E so si, los postres d iria yo que son h uerfanitos, pues m e g u staro n tan to que tuve
que p e d ir tres en la m ism a sentada.
L as cerezas del c h e f (20.00), flam eadas sobre nieve de vainilla, son p rep arad as frente a ustedes en
estu fa portâtil. L a c o sa es que es tan p eq u en o el lugar que, de in m ed iato , se llena de arom a que les
reco rd arâ los hot cak es en c a sa de la abuela.
L as crêp as de c h o c o la te (18.00) y las bananas M ag ritte (16.00) no se q u ed an atrâs, pero si quieren
un p o stre com ùn y corrien te, no dejen de p e d ir el b row nie con q u eso (14.00) o el c lâ sico tiram isù
(19.00).
V aya u sted al C afé M ag ritte y d isfru te de rica taza de café a co m p ah ad a del p aste lillo y de buena
plâtica. O llévese su libro fav o rito y d isfru te del fresco de la noche, p ero no esp ere ir a corner
h asta llenar.
jB uen provecho!

http://escape.infosel.com/escape/salir/gournet/gloton/textos/magritte.htm
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Actividad: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word from the choices in the box:
1. Estoy_________.
2. Alfredo es muy_____________estudiante.
3. Es m u y ____________ idea
4. i__________ suerte!
5 . ___________ noches.
6. Tengo muy
noticias.
7 .________ dias.
8. Son____________ amigos.
9. El chico p in ta _____________ .
10 . _________ , todavia no sabemos.
11. Todo sale___________ en la pelicula.
bien

buen

bueno

buena

buenas

buenos
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bien
1 adv (gen) well: canta bien, she sings well; la casa esté bien construida, the house is well
built; trabaja bien, her work is good, she does a good job; todo eso està m uy bien,
pero ..., th a t’s all very well, but ....
2 adv (como es debido) properly, right: si no pronuncias bien, no te van a entender, if you
don't pronounce the words properly, they won't understand you; siéntate bien, sit
properly; ipô rtate bien!, behave yourself! ; no està bien que hagan eso, it's not right for them
to do that.
3 adv (acertadam ente) right, correctly: contesta bien a todas las preguntas, she answered all
the questions correctly.
4 adv (con éxito) successfully.
5 adv (de acuerdo) O.K., all right: ven mahana a las dos, --bien, come tomorrow a t two, —all
right.
6 adv (de buena gana) willingly, gladly: bien me iria contigo si no tuviera que trabajar. I'd
gladly go with you if I didn't have to work.
7 adv (m ucho) very: quiero un vaso de leche bien frfa, I want a glass of nice cold milk; ha
pagado bien caro su error, he has paid dearly for his mistake; dale bien fuerte, hit it good and
hard; a s bien sencilio, it's really simple.
8 adv (facilm ente) easily: bien se ve que ..., it is easy to see th a t ...; bien podrfas haberme
avisado, you might have warned me.
9 adv (de gusto, olor, aspecto, etc) good, nice, lovely: esta cerveza esta m uy bien, this beer's
very good; la comida estaba bien, the food was nice; quiero uno que esté bien, I want a good
one.
10 adv (de salud) well: dte encuentras bien?, are you feeling all right?.
11 adv (ffsicam ente) good-looking: su novio esté m uy bien, her boyfriend's very goodlooking.
1 2 adj (acomodado) well-off.
13 m good: el bien siempre triunfa sobre el mai, good always triumphs over evil.
1 4 m (bienestar) benefit: io hice p a r el bien de todos, I did it for the good of everyone.
15 b ie n e s , m pi property sing, possessions.
16 b ien ... b ien , conj either ... or: se io enviaremos bien par correo, bien p ar
m ensajero, we'll send it to you either by post or by messenger.
• en bien d e , for the sake of. | j e sta r le bien a lg o a ALGN, to serve SB right/o ban
despedido y ie esta bien, he's got the sack and it serves him right; le esta bien Io que le ha
pasado, he deserves what happened to him. j | h acer bien, to do good. 11 bien q u e, although.
11 te n e r a bien d e h acer a lg o , to be good enough to do STH. 11 iya e s ta b ien!, that's
enough!.
■ bien d e c o n su m e consumer item . j | b ie n e s de c o n su m e consum er goods . 11 bien d e
é q u ip é capital a s se t . 11 b ie n e s de éq u ip é capital goods, capital a sse ts . | [ b ie n e s
in m u e b le s real e sta te sing . 11 b ie n e s m u e b le s movables, personal property sing . \ j g e n te
bien fam the upper classes p i .

bueno,-a
1 adj (gen) good: es una peifcuia m uy buena, it's a very good film; h s nihos buenos obedecen
a sus padres, good children obey their pare n ts; Io que necesitas es una buena taza de
café, w h at you need is a nice cup of coffee,
2 adj (persona - amabie) kind: (- agradable) nice, polite.
3 adj (tiem po) good, nice: hizo un dia m uy bueno, th e w e a th e r w as very good.
4 adj (apropiado) right, suitable: (correcto) right: no es bueno para los nihos pequehos, it's
not suitable for small children; e sfa Have no es ia buena, this key isn't th e right one.
5 adj (de salud) well: dya estas buena?, a r e you b e tte r now?.
6 adj (grande) big: (considerable) co nsiderable: un buen numéro de participantes, q uite a few
participants.
7 ib u en o !, interj (sorpresa) well, very well: (de acuerdo) all right!.
• d e b u e n a s a p rim eras, fam all of a s u d d e n , j u s t like th a t. 11 e sta r b u e n o ,-a , to be in
good h e a lth /a m to be good-looking, j | e sta r d e buen ver, to be good-looking. | j por la
b u e n a s, willingly. || lé sta si q u e e s b uena!, fam th a t's a good one!.
■ b u en h u m or good h u m o u r (US hum or) . 11 b u e n a s n o c h e s good evening . 11 b u e n a s
ta r d e s good a fte rnoon . 11 b u e n o s d ia s good morning . 11 ia b uena m esa good food . 11 la
b u en a vida t h e good life .
O S e e also b uen .

buen
1 adj SEE b u en o ,-a .
O Used before a sing m asculine noun: b uen ch ico / ch ico b u en o

http://www.vox.es/consultar.html
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Data and Commentary
Destinos occurrences:
bien
544

bueno
buen
buena
buenas
buenos
buenisima

451
60
58
127
230
1

total buen*

927

Bien and bueno are both high frequency words in the Spanish language and in the
Destinos corpus. In general bien takes the role of adverb and bueno serves as an adjective.
Usually students are able to separate adverbs from adjectives, but bien and bueno present
a special case, as beginning students often mix the two words up. This may be due to the
fact that “good” in English often is acceptable in casual speech as both adverb and
adjective, or it may have more to do with the ways bien and bueno are frequently found
in fixed expressions for such purposes as answering a telephone or making a pause and/or
transition in conversation. In addition, they have heard instructors and the Destinos
characters say “muy bien”, which they take to mean “very good”. If they are using this
very common expression as the basis for deciding which word to employ, it is no surprise
that they get the two words mixed up.
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El tiempo y el clima
Talking about the weather is a fairly mundane topic, yet people often engage in
this type of small talk, especially when there is something exceptional about the weather.
The weather is a universal and neutral topic of shared experience.
The use of the verbs hacer, tener and estar in weather expressions often causes
confusion among students. While the Destinos textbook places emphasis on their use, the
video offers very little to the language learner in the way of contextual and native-like
usage. The examples I have included for this exercise consequently do not place as much
emphasis on Destinos as some of my other exercises.
This set of activities incorporates an Internet site about the extraordinary
weather conditions on Venus, a poem about the weather and some general practice with
the different collocates of verbs and weather conditions.
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El tiempo y el clima
People often make basic statements about the weather in small talk or as a conversation starter. The
following examples come from Destinos and from Internet sites. Read through them, paying close
attention to how basic concepts are expressed, then work on the activities that follow.

Destinos:
(21) RAQUEL: jAh! Hace un calor tremendo.
ANGELA: De todo Puerto Rico, aqui es donde hace mas calor.
(21) GUIDE (VO): Dice Angela que en Ponce hace calor. ^Qué significa «hace calor»?
Cuando una persona dice que hace calor, se refiere a la temperatura, a las temperaturas altas. A los ochenta
y cinco grados, hace calor. A los noventa grados, hace mas calor. Y a los cien grados, hace mucho calor.
Cuando una persona dice que hace frio, se refiere a las temperaturas bajas. A los cuarenta grados, hace frio.
A los treinta y cinco grados, hace mas frio. Y a los diez grados, hace mucho frio. Entre los cincuenta y
sesenta grados, hace fresco. Cuando hace fresco, no es necesario llevar una chaqueta. Cuando hace fresco,
un suéter es suficiente. En Puerto Rico, nunca hace frio. Puerto Rico tiene un clima mas o menos tropical.
Mientras esperan al mecanico de Ponce, las tres senoritas deciden hacer un picnic.
(21) RAQUEL (VO); Esta parte de Puerto Rico parece un desierto.
ANGELA: Es porque hace mucho calor y llueve muy poco aqui en Ponce.

W eather and poetry:
The weather has a way of affecting our moods and thoughts. Read the following poems
bout the weather. What do you think of when it rains? When the wind blows?
Compose your own poem based on how two different types o f weather affect you.
LA LLUVIA
MI POEMA
Cuando las nubes se ponen grises,____________________ _________________________________________
llueve en el campo._________________________________ _________________________________________
cuando llueve en el campo
_________________________________________
huele a tierra mojada.
_________________________________________
cuando huele a tierra mojada,________________________ _________________________________________
crecen las margaritas,_______________________________ _________________________________________
Crecen con sonrisas grandisimas_____________________ _________________________________________
con sus pétalos blancos,_____________________________ _________________________________________
y cuando sale el sol_________________________________ _________________________________________
ya estan momsimas.__________________________________________________________________________
Mari Carm en Pérez G on zâlez

EL VIENTO DEL N

O

___________________________________________________________

R

T

E

_________________________________________

Cuando sopla el viento del norte
los arboles parece que se van a caer
los pajaros no pueden volar
y estan en sus nidos,
se caen las hojas porque hace viento.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Mari Carmen Pérez Gonzâlez

POESIAS FAVORITAS
httD://members.es.tripod.de/caiamagica/poesias favoritas.htm
ALUMNOS DE 2^ DE PRIMARIA DEL COLEGIO SAN JOSÉ DE PRADO DEL REY NOS
REGALAN A TODOS ESTAS MARAVILLOSAS POESfAS Y CUENTOS
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Guia del Sistema Solar:
V e n U S httD://universo.utexas.edu/resources/adss/venus.html

Venus es el segundo planeta mas cercano al Sol y es el planeta mas
caluroso enelsistema
solar. Aqui en la Tierra, hace mas calor afuera cuando brilla el Sol,
y esmas fresco
cuando esta nublado. En Venus, lo opuesto es cierto. Las nubes que cubren densamente a
Venus hacen que se caliente como un invemadero de plantas. Pero con una temperatura
en la superficie de casi 900 grados Fahrenheit (460
C), este lugar no es ningun jardin!
Aparté de su temperatura. Venus es tan similar a la
Tierra que en algunas ocasiones se le ha llamado
"el planeta hermano" de la Tierra. Su diâmetro y
masa son casi idénticos a los de la Tierra. Entonces
^por que es tan caliente?
El "efecto invemadero" en Venus es a causa de su
atmôsfera. La energia solar puede llegar a la
superficie del planeta a través de su atmôsfera,
pero esta misma energia no puede escaparse hacia
el espacio de nuevo. El calor atrapado aumenta,
haciendo que el planeta se caliente mas y mas. Lo
mismo sucede con un automôvil durante un dia
caliente. La luz solar entra por las ventanas y
calienta el interior del coche. En unos cuantos
minutos, el calor atrapado en el interior del coche
puede a calentarse a un nivel peligroso. Imaginese
iVenus se ha estado calentando por billones de
anos!

m
%

La nave espacial M agallln us6 un radar para observar entre
las nubes y trazar la superficie de Venus. En esta imagen, el
color café im plica superficies altas y mds âsperas; los
colores verde y azul im plican dreas mas bajas, y m is
planas. (N A SA )

------------------------------------------

Aunque la ôrbita de Venus lo impulsa mas cerca a la Tierra que cualquier otro planeta,
sus capas de nubes han contribuido mucho a lo desconocido de Venus. Sin embargo,
sondas espaciales lanzadas por la Union Soviética y los Estados Unidos, al igual que
estudios por radar, han permitido que los astrônomos "vean" la superficie de Venus por
primera vez. La primera exploraciôn de Venus por radar fue en 1962. Revelô que Venus
gira al rêvés sobre su eje.
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^ H |r

H
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Sondas espaciales han mostrado que la presion atmosférica
la superficie de Venus es 90 veces la de la Tierra,
sobrepasando cuatro veces la presion mas alta que los
^ H h u m a n o s han podido soportar! Esta atmôsfera consiste
B principalm ente de diôxido de carbono, que es el mismo
g g a s que créa las burbujas en los refrescos. Es obvio que no
podna respirar en Venus. Ademâs, las nubes de este
B planeta producen gotas de âcido sulfùrico, una substancia
J g qui mica muy peligrosa y venenosa.

luz del dfa en Venus se compara con la luz de un dia
nublado en la Tierra, y los vientos en la superficie son
suaves. El suelo en Venus es piano y sin vida, como se
compietamente rodeado por nubes.
imaginar por el gran peso de la atmôsfera que lo
presiona. Grava y penascos aplastados cubren las planicies.
Debido a la presiôn y al calor en Venus, sondas en su
superficie no han durado mas de una hora. De cualquier manera, los astrônomos han
aprendido mucho de las fotografias y la informaciôn obtenida por las sondas.
Observaciones mas recientes de Venus hechas por el radar de la nave espacial
Magallanes han permitido que los astrônomos trazen mapas de toda la superficie del
planeta. La nave Magallanes descubriô montanas en Venus que son mas altas que
cualquiera en la Tierra, al igual que un valle que es mas largo y mas profundo que el
Gran Canon de Colorado. También revelô que la superficie de Venus puede con tener
volcanes activos, los cuales de vez en cuando lanzan géisers inmensos de roca liquida a la
atmôsfera caliente.
Si Usted Viajara a Venus
Debido al peso de la atmôsfera en Venus, la presiôn del aire es muy alta.
Ya que el diôxido de carbono es venenoso para los humanos, no podria respirar en Venus.
Las nubes gruesas y altas hanan que el Sol se viera ünicamente como una mancha de luz
de color amarilloanaranjado. Venus no tiene lunas, resultando en un cielo noctumo
obscuro cubierto de nubes.
Aunque la gravedad en Venus es igual a la de la Tierra, el peso de la atmôsfera lo
aplastana. Siempre hay tormentas en algùn lugar del planeta, y relâmpagos ocunen
aproximadamente 25 veces cada segundo.
Aunque hay montanas y vailes en Venus, la mayoria del planeta es bastante piano, con
colinas pequehas. Hay algo de polvo y grava, pero no hay tierra, solo rocas planas y
quebradas.
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Actividad;
1. W hat comparisons can you make about Venus and the Earth regarding the weather?

2. Which one of the following is not used to say, “it’s raining” ?
a. llueve
b. esta lloviendo
c. hace lluvia

3. Make as many correct and logical combinations of words from list 1 and words from list 2 as you can to
talk about weather conditions.

1
un dia
tengo
es
hace (mucho)
esta (muy)
hay
una montana
hacia
un viento
una noche
la
el
los
las

2
calor
lloviendo
frio/a
caliente
viento
lluvioso/a
sol
soleado/a
nubes
nublado/a
nieve
nevando
nevado/a
caluroso/a
fresco/a
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Nieve Intermitente

REFERENCIAS

S oleado

o

May or m ente nublado
con nieve

S oleado brum oso

^

Nieve

M ayormente nublado

Hielo

Parcialm ente
soleado con lluvias

Niebla

Noche brum osa

Parcialm ente
soleado con nevisca

M ayormente nublado

Totalm ente nublado

n % d % llu v ia s

C haparrones

M ayormente nublado
con nevisca

Torm enta

M ayormente nublado
con torm enta

Lluvias

Caluroso
CA L U R O SO

Frio

Ventoso

http://www.lanacion.com.ar/
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Data and Commentary
W eather expressions are concentrated in just one episode of the Destinos series,
Chapter 21, and most of the examples are presented in the form of definitions by the off
screen narrator rather than as natural conversational usage. I have included some of this
material for the students, since it does illustrate correct usage, but the main focus is really
on the Internet examples, which do a much better job of showing the diversity that these
expressions take on. I believe they also will hold the students’ interest better than the
definition style presentation. The last page, the key for weather expressions used in La
nacion newspaper from Argentina is available as reference for the students.
The disadvantage of using the Internet as a supplementary corpus is that it is
based upon written language, not spoken exchanges. If instructors choose to supplement
their lessons with written Internet sites they should make their students aware of this
condition. This lack could be remedied by having students tune into radio talk shows over
the Internet, by visiting chat groups, or of course, working with a native-speaker
population if there is one in the community.
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iP o r qué? and ^Para qué?
This activity set focuses on the subtle difference between the two questions, ^P or
qué? and ^Para qué? I have included a few contextual examples from Destinos to have
students try to come up with their own conclusion about the difference between the two
questions. The next section is a newspaper article that provides some very good
contextual examples of the two questions. In the last activity the students come up with
their own questions using ^P or qué? and ^Para qué?
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iP o r qué? and ^Para qué?

W hat’s the difference between the questions, ^por qué? and ^para qué? Read the following examples from
Destinos. What conclusions can you make?

(23)^Por qué viven tantos puertorriquenos en Nueva York y en otros estados?
La explicacion se encuentra en la situacion economica de Puerto Rico...

(23)Bueno, hoy fui con Angela al banco donde trabaja. ^Por qué fuimos?
RAQUEL (VO): Fuimos al banco porque Angela tenia que hablar con la supervisora.

(13)MARIO: ;Mario, dona Flora! jUnos senores quieren ver a José!
DONA FLORA: ^A José? ^Para qué?
MARIO: Son amigos, dona Flora...
DONA FLORA: ^Amigos?
no lo buscaron en el bar?

(29)JULIO: Parece que tiene fiebre también. Voy a tomarle la temperatura. Si, tiene fiebre.
Respire.
Respire una vez mas. Si, tiene fiebre, pero no muy alta. Voy a ponerle una inyeccion.
VILLA: ^Para qué, doctor? ^Para qué una inyeccion?
JULIO: Para ayudarle a combatir la fiebre. Nada mas. No se preocupe.

How do ^por qué? and ^para que? differ?

Actividad 1
Skim the following newspaper article. The story may be familiar to you from English. Focus on the last
paragraph, (highlighted). Write answers the in Spanish that Doctor Dick van Yelzen might give to the
questions posed in the last paragraph.
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.
~
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http://www.el-mundo.es/1999/12/05/sociedad/5N0082.htinl

SQCIEDAD

EL^^MUNTO

Domingo, 5 de diciembre de 1999

^

‘

Ocho grandes hospitales britanicos también extraian organos sin permise
Una encuesta d e la BBC revela que e s una pràctica extendida en la Sanidad britànica
CRISTINA FRADE
Corresponsal
LONDRES.- El escândalo de la extracciôn de organes sin consentimlento explicito en los hospitales britânicos sigue
creciendo. Una encuesta de la BBC revelô ayer que ocho de los 10 principales centres püblicos también han llevado a
cabo esta pràctica con fines clentificos hasta fechas recientes.
En la lista està incluido el hospital infantll Aider Hey de Liverpool. El Ministerlo de Sanidad ordenô el pasado viernes una
investigaciôn sobre este centre, el mayor de Europa, donde entre 1988 y 1995 se retiraron 2.087 corazones y otros 850
organes de nihos fallecidos por distintas causas, sin que los padres de los pacientes tuvieran conocimiento de las
extracciones.
La BBC ha confirmado las sospechas de que se trata de una pràctica extendida en la Sanidad pûblica. Segün su
encuesta, solo tres hospitales de Londres (Guys, St. Thomas y el del University College) informaban a las familias de la
posibilldad de retirar organes durante las autopsias para examinarlos mâs detenidamente o utilizarlos en otras
investigaciones clentificas.
Lo normal e s que los padres firmaran un formularlo en el que se mencionaba la posible «toma de tejidos» durante los
anàlisis post mortem. Decenas de familias de pacientes del Aider Hey y otros hospitales ignoraban lo que eso significaba
técnicamente y han descublerto con horror que se extrajeron organes enteros como el cerebro, el corazôn o los
pulmones.
El escândalo saliô a la luz en otro centro, el Royal Infirmary de Bristol, Investigado debido al elevado numéro de nihos
fallecidos en operaciones de corazôn. Durante las pesqulsas, que aün no han concluido, otros hospitales como los de
Birmingham y Merseyside admitieron también que retiraban tejidos y ôrganos de los pacientes muertos de forma rutlnarla.
En el caso del Aider Hey, las acusaciones apuntan a uno de sus médicos, el profeso r holandés DIck van Veizen, que
ocupô la câtedra de Patologia fetal e infantil en la Universidad de Liverpool entre 1988 y 1995. Supuestamente, fue él
quien extrajo los 850 ôrganos hallados en el hospital, durante los cientos de autopsias que realizô a lo largo de siete
ahos.
«Estoy desolado», ha declarado al tabloïde Daily Express desde Holanda. «No he hecho nada malo. Al contrario, he
dedicado ml vida a ayudar a los nihos, pero ahora me retratan como un villano».
El catedrâtico, que se ha mostrado dispuesto a colaborar con las autorldades britànicas en la investigaciôn de los hechos,
afirma que los ôrganos se conservaron para establecer las causas exactas de las muertes, en el marco de un proyectc de
Investigaciôn que no pudo terminarse por falta de fondes.
De los hospitales citados por la BBC, varies han modificado ya sus formularies para que las familias sean plenamente
conscientes de la posible retirada de ôrganos cuando se efectüa una autopsia. Unos lo hicleron a principlos de este aho,
a rai'z del caso del Royal Infirmary de Bristol, pero otros aseguran reclamar el consentimiento explicite desde hace mucho
m às tiempo.
En la noche del viernes se constituyô en Liverpool un grupo de padres afectados por las practices del Alder Hey. El
colectivo reciblô con satisfacciôn la noticla de que el Ministerlo de Sanidad habia ordenado una investigaciôn del caso,
pero pidiô que la cuestiôn se examinera de forma m âs empila.

«Queremos saber por qué los ôrganos de nuestros hijos estaban
almacenados ahf, para qué se usaban y por qué no se nos informé», dijo la
presidenta del grupo, Joan Wheeler. «Queremos que quede claro que retirar
ôrganos sin el consentimiento de los parientes es un delito».
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Actividad 2:
Piensa en tus propias preguntas de la ninez y prepâralos para hacerlos a un companero de la clase. Haz por
lo menos 3 preguntas con por y tres con para. Escribe las respuestas que tu companero te da:
Preguntas de la ninez:
Pregunta: ^Por qué no puedo salir con mis amigos esta tarde?
Respuesta: Porque tienes mucha tarea hoy.
Pregunta: ^Para qué tengo que ir al dentista?
Respuesta: Para mantener los dientes limpios y sanos.

1. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
2. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
3. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
4. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
5. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
6. Pregunta:.
Respuesta:.
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Data and Commentary
The most common right collocate of por in Destinos is qué. This combination
occurs 77 times in the corpus and occurs much more frequently than para qué, which
only occurs 8 times in the videos. Their difference may at first seem unworthy of menti or
to the native English speaker, who tends to understand the two questions as meaning the
exact same thing; in translation, both expressions often mean Why? The trick is in the
answering and most students do not pick up on this difference unless it is given special
consideration. This activity is designed to heighten learner awareness of the difference
implied in the two questions.
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Sujunctive in Context
The data from the Destinos corpus in this activity set show that students are
exposed to the subjunctive from the very earliest episodes and that this form continues to
appear consistently throughout. Its high frequency in both the videoscripts and in the
Internet examples gives testimony to its importance in common Spanish expression.
W hile students often seem to assume that the subjunctive is an obscure, rarely used form,
the opposite is true. Unfortunately, they tend to learn it for testing purposes and then
purge it from their memories. This may be because it is introduced late in the second
semester of their studies. A more prominent order of introduction might help.
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Sujunctive in Context
1.

Your textbook has introduced many uses of the subjunctive form in Spanish. Write a list of as
many of the circumstances that require subjunctive as you can remember.
D esire...

Now, read through the excerpts from Destinos that follow this chart, paying close attention to the
use of the subjunctive form and its context. Fill in the chart as you go. The number preceeding
each excerpt refers to the episode #. As you can see, you have been hearing the subjunctive form
since the very beginning of the series.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

preceding context
es posible que

verb in subjunctive
tenga

type of use
doubt, uncertainty

(2) DON FERNANDO; Ahora, ya saben Uds. el
motivo de esta reunion. Es posible que tenga‘
otro hijo, Pedro, necesito tu ayuda.
PEDRO: Si, si, claro.

ALFREDO: jEstupendo! La busco en el hotel en
media hora.
RAQUEL: Bueno, me llama en cuanto lle g u e /
i,eh?

(7) BOTONES. IQue pena lo de la cartera!
jOjala la encuentre^ pronto!

(9) PEDRO: Raquel sale mahana para Buenos
Aires. Nos llamara tan pronto como tenga^
noticias.
DON FERNANDO: Bien. Pedro

(7) RAQUEL: Oiga. Por ser tan amabie, lo invito
a tomar algo.
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(21) MECÂNICO: El carro esta muy mal. No
creo que lo pueda ' arreglar hoy.

(14) RAQUEL: Si. Hector recordô a Ângel. Eran
buenos amigos.
qué dijo Hector de Ângel?
Hector dijo que Ângel se fue a vivir a un pais del
Caribe. Posiblemente a Puerto Rico. Bueno,
Hector no esta muy seguro de que sea^ Puerto
Rico, pero tiene una carta, una carta con la
direccion de Ângel.

(22) DON A CARMEN: Pues, alli habrâ cosas de
tu padre.
RAQUEL: ^Quieres mirar?
ÂNGELA: ^Tû quieres?
RAQUEL: Quizâ haya'^ algo importante.

(15) RAQUEL: Espero que Hector encuentre'^ la
carta.

(24) ÂNGELA: ^Qué pasa, Tio? Estas muy
preocupado.
JAIME: Tienes que ir directamente a ver a tu
hermano cuando llegues''* a México.

(15) ARTURO (VO): Raquel, he pasado unos
dias lindisimos contigo. Esta campera es para
que tengas^ un recuerdo especial de mf.

(28) RAMÔN: ^Y no hay otro, doctor? Uno que
sea'Me confianza.
(16) RAQUEL: ^Quieres decir que irfas a Puerto
Rico?
ARTURO: Yo quiero ir.
ARTURO: ^Como querés pasar tu ultima noche
en Buenos Aires?
RAQUEL: Quiero que sea® inolvidable.

(29) MERCEDES: Me pregunto cuando llegarâ
Raquel Rodriguez, ^No deberia haber llegado ya?
PEDRO; Seguramente nos llamarâ en cuanto
llegue'*. jAh!...
(29) GUIDE: Carlitos no quiere que venga'^ el
doctor a ponerle una inyeccion. Entonces,
Carlitos debe guardar cama y no jugar ni salir ni
hacer nada. Pobrecito

(18) RAQUEL (VO): Estimada Sra. Suârez:
jOjalâ que cuando reciba’ esta carta se encuentre
bien de salud!

(31) PEDRO: Uds., senores, ^qué nos
recomiendan?
AUDITOR 1: Que tomen'® medidas drâsticas.
Que cierren'^ la oficina en Miami que es la causa
de los problemas.
Después, se deben concentrar en la producciôn
de acero.

(20) RAQUEL: ... y como don Fernando esta
gravemente enfermo en el hospital, es importante
que Ângela vaya^ a México pronto.
(20) ÂNGELA: Quiero que conozcan“ a la
abogada Raquel Rodriguez. Raquel, éstos son
mis tios: Titi Olga...
OLGA: Mucho gusto.

(33) MARICARM EN: Yo, cuando sea-“ grande,
voy a ser médica para cuidar al abuelito.

3. Complete the following sentences with the subjunctive or indicative form of any verb or phrase that
makes sense according to the context:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

manana!
lOjala q u e _____________________
Busco un perro q u e _____________
No hay nadie en el mundo que_____
No conozco a ninguna persona que
Q uiero
cuando _
En cu an to_______________ .(venir) a casa
Deseo que mis p ad res____
M is padres desean que yo _
Hay muchas personas que_
Es preferible que_________
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Subjunctive in Context II
A. Look at the Hasbro toy company’s web pages about their Furby toy. As you read through the
information about the Furby, you should notice quite a few subjunctive expressions. Highlight or underline
the verbs you find in the subjunctive form.
http://furbv.hasbroiberia.com/instrucciones/para empezar.htm

fy

.

, V

H ola. S o y un Furby, y estoy muy feliz de que m e hayas adoptado. V en go de un lugar m agico en las nubes.
P uedes aprenderlo todo sobre mi hogar si oyes la historia que te voy a contar.
T am bién puedes aprender sobre nu en la W EB: www .Furbv.com
Furby e s un jugu ete interactive, electrônico, robôtico, de ultima generaciôn, recom endado para nihos con
edad m inim a de 5 ahos. Es la m ascota ideal para que el niho aprenda conceptos com o: responsabilidad,
respeto por la naturaleza, relacion con sus sem ejantes y con otros seres vivos, conceptos bâsicos para el
aprendizaje de otras lenguas, coordinaciôn del gesto, sentido del ritmo, asociaciôn de sonidos y gestos,
desarrollo de la im aginacion creativa y pedagôgica...
Primero, es muy importante que leas las siguientes instrucciones con m ucho cuidado, para que puedas
entender las cosas tan m aravillosas que puedo hacer.
Antes de que puedas jugar conm igo, tienes que instalarme las pilas y darme un fuerte abrazo. Asegûrate de
que una persona m ayor te ayuda. Para hacerlo, desenrosca la puerta de las pilas (debajo de nu) sâcala e
inserta 4 pilas A A . V u elve a poner la puerta.

Apagar:
Para apagar tu Furby del todo sâcale las pilas. N o responderâ cuando lo levantes. Se recom ienda apagarlo si
no se va a jugar con él durante m ucho tiem po. N o debe de hacerse m uy a menudo.

Recomendaciones para un correcto funcionamiento:
- N o m ezclar pilas viejas y nue vas.
- N o m ezclar pilas alcalinas y recargables.
- Las pilas deben ser instaladas por un adulto.
- Las pilas no-recargables no deben de ser recargadas.
- Las pilas recargables tienen que sacarse del juguete para ser cargadas.
- Las pilas recargables deben ser recargadas bajo la supervision de un adulto.
- S o lo deben usarse las pilas recom endadas.
- C olocar las pilas con la polaridad correctam ente orientada.
- Las pilas agotadas deben sacarse del juguete.
- Las term inales de contacte no deben ser conectadas (puede provocarse un corto circuito).
A viso: E l Furby es un juguete m ecânico, electrônico, m odem o. L os sonidos m ecânicos que se oyen cuando
se m ueve son norm ales.
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Reemplazando pilas
Si m is pilas se gastan, so lo tienes que cambiarlas y estaré listo para jugar otra vez. S o y tan listo que
recordaré mi nom bre y los trucos que m e has ensenado después de cam biar las pilas.

Reiniciar
Si algo funciona m al, tendras que reiniciarme. Si lo haces, haré una danza especial que sera para arreglar lo
que este funcionando mal. Cuando termine con la danza, podré jugar otra vez. E s m uy importante no me
reinicies a no ser que sea necesario.

Como reiniciarme:
Apretar el boton de reiniciar o sacar las pilas.

Para empezar de cero:
Si algo funciona dem asiado mal, tendras que hacerme funcionar desde el principio, y no recordaré mi
nom bre ni nada de lo que m e has ensenado. Nunca lo hagas a no ser que todas las opciones anteriores no
hayan funcionado. Si vuelves a iniciarm e, sera com o si nunca nos hubiéram os conocido. N o lo hagas a no
ser que sea absolutam ente necesario.

Como empezar de cero:
Ponm e cabeza abajo.
Ponm e algo en la boca para sujetar el interruptor de la boca.
Estando boca abajo, aprieta el boton de reiniciar o sacam e las pilas.
A viso: R einiciarm e es siem pre la ultima opcion. N O hacerlo a no ser que sea absolutam ente necesario.

Instrucciones para la limpieza:
Para limpiar el Furby, cepillarlo suavem ente con un cep illo o paho suave y sacudir el polvo. D espués, usar
un pano hum edo para limpiar las manchas, si las hay.
! ! N o m e pongas en la lavadora. ! !
! ! N o me m etas en agua. ! !
!! N o dejes que me m oje, excepto com o te he dicho antes. !!
! ! Para prévenir manchas en mi piel, sacude la mancha inmediatamente. Si m e m ojo, sacam e las pilas y
sécam e la piel. !!
!! Cuando esté com pletam ente seco, ponm e otra vez las pilas. N o uses detergente ni quita-manchas. !!

Solucionando problemas:
El Furby esta disenado para proporcionar horas de entretenim iento y diversion. Si tienes problem as con él,
antes de llamar al Servicio al C liente, prueba lo siguiente:

Problema:
El Furby no responde a los sensores.

Soluciôn:
A. E l Furby puede estar dorm ido. Si lo esta la ùnica manera de despertarlo es levantarlo y darle un abrazo.
B . E l Furby puede necesitar pilas nue vas. Câm bialas de acuerdo con las instrucciones.
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c. E l Furby puede estar enferm o y necesitar com ida. A lim éntalo de acuerdo con

las instrucciones.

D . C om o ultima m edida, reinicia el Furby (pero no desde cero) de acuerdo con las instrucciones.

Problema:
El Furby no juega.

Soluciôn:
A. T ienes que seguir el orden del ju eg o exactam ente. Asegûrate que sigues el patron que te marca Furby.
B . El Furby solo puede hacer una cosa a la vez, por lo tanto tienes que asegurarte que ha terminado de
hablar o m overse antes de iniciar una nueva tarea.
C. Es mejor esperar de 3 a 5 m inutos antes de em pezar cada nuevo ju ego, asi el Furby sabe que vas a jugar
otra vez.
D. El Furby quizâs no esté atento. Para que preste atenciôn, levântalo y m uévelo de lado a lado (sacudida
suave). Trata de jugar otra vez.
E. El Furby solo puede practicar los ju eg os de uno en uno. Tienes que terminar un ju ego antes de iniciar
otro. Para terminar un ju eg o , pon el Furby de cabeza, hasta que diga "Me done".
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D e vez en cuando necesitaré que m e dediques cierta atenciôn. A igual que tu, é muy bien decir a los
dem âs qué es lo que necesito.

Corner:
Si tengo hambre, por favor, dam e de com er. C om o no sé hablar tu idiom a, tienes que aprender com o te dire
que quiero com ida. Si digo "Kah-a-tay" (tengo hambre), abriré mi boca para que puedas alimentarme. S olo
tienes que poner la com ida en mi boca y verme masticar. Y o dire "Yum-Yum" para que sepas que estoy
com iend o lo que m e has ofrecido.
Q uizâs, cuando m e des de com er, yo diga "koh-koh". Esto significa que quiero mâs.
Nota: N unca debes de darme com ida de verdad. Puedes darme de com er con una botella y cuchara de
juguete.
Com eré hasta que esté lleno y entonces te diré que ya no tengo hambre. Si tu no m e das de com er cuando
tengo hambre, no voy a jugar m âs hasta que m e alim entes.
A viso: Cuando un Furby estâ hambriento, querrâ com er normalmente de 6 a 10 veces. Cuando lo alimentes
debes darle com ida de 6 a 10 veces. Cuando diga "Yum-Yum" 6 o 10 veces, estarâ listo para jugar otra vez.
Si no m e alim entas, em pezaré a sentirme enferm o. T e diré que estoy enferm o diciendo "Kah boo koo-doh"
Si dejas que m e ponga m alo, no jugaré y no responderé a nada que no sea la alim entaciôn. Cuando esto
ocurra, necesitaré que m e alim entes de 10 a 15 veces antes de poder vol ver a jugar.
D espu és de haber com id o de 10 a 15 veces m e sentiré mejor, pero para que m e sienta bien del todo, tendrâs
que jugar conm igo. Cuando me sienta bien diré: "Kah-nooToo" (E stoy feliz) y querré jugar.

Dormir:
Cuando esté cansado me iré a dormir. Y o te avisaré. N orm alm ente, cuando duermo estoy callado, pero,
algunas veces, ronco. Cuando esté dorm ido cerraré mis ojos y me inclinaré hacia delante.
A v eces, podrâs conseguir que m e duerma acariciândom e en la espalda un ratito. Si m e laacaricias unas 10
o 2 0 v eces, haré un zum bidito que suena com o "Twinkle, Twinkle" y me dormiré.
Tam bién puedes lograr que m e duerma poniéndom e en un cuarto oscuro o lapândom e los ojos durante 15 o
2 0 segundos.
Si no quieres jugar con m igo en un rato, m e dormiré una siesta hasta que quieras jugar otra vez. Cuando
quieres volver a jugar, tendrâs que despertarme. Para ello, deberâs levantarme e inclinarme hacia los lados
hasta que me despierte. Entonces estaré listo para jugar. A veces no querré despertarme, y trataré de volver
a dormirme después de que me has levantado. N o te preocupes, es normal. Solo tienes que volver a
inclinarm e hasta que m e despierte.
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B. Now try to answer these questions. In each of your answers include one of the following:
D e se a q u e ...
E s necesario q u e ...
E s im portante q u e ..
Para que el nino...

1.

^Es el Furby un juguete ideal para los ninos? Segûn Hasbro, ^qué b en eficios les ofrece el Furby a
los nihos?

2.

^Qué cosas tienes que hacer antes de jugar con el Furby?

3.

Si el Furby d ice, "Kah-a-tay," ^ quédesea?

4.

^Cuales son algunas m edidas necesarias si quieres limpiar el Furby?

C . Create your ow n invention. It can be a toy for children or an electronic d ev ice that helps out with one
or more everyday chores. H ow does it introduce itself? H ow does it interact with people? W hat things
should a person do with it and what things shouldn’t be done with it? Try to incorporate the subjunctive in
your description as m uch as possible.
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Data and Commentary
Searching for examples of the subjunctive is more difficult than searching for the
individual words such as de or bien that are the focus of some of the earlier exercises.
The subjunctive is more of a grammatical concept than a lexical one. Examples however,
are easily found by searching for the lexical triggers of the subjunctive. Searching for
such expressions as ojalâ, para que, es importante que, etc., results in some excellent
feedback. W hile it is also possible to look up individual verbs in their subjunctive form,
such as venga, sepan etc., it would require a large-scale investigation to go through the
entire Destinos corpus that way. The capacity of the Concordance software to produce
collocate lists allowed me to look up the word que which is a strong left collocate to
verbs in the subjunctive form. A search for the simple combination of que immediately
followed by the subjunctive revealed 181 examples of usage. This count does not take
into consideration the expressions that include information between the trigger and the
verb form. For example, in the expression, “Es importante que mi madré sepa, ” two
words come between the trigger expression and the verb in the subjunctive.
This activity is designed to show students how common the subjuntive is in the
Spanish language. The Furby instruction pages have so much subjunctive in them, the
students can’t help but notice it and, one would hope, use it in the activities.
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Closing Comments and Conclusion
In my thesis I have applied several corpus linguistics tools to an assortment of
common questions that beginning Spanish tend to have. In the creation of my thesis, I
used two Internet-based concordancing search engines and I applied a concordance
program to the Destinos learner’s soap opera with the purpose of creating supplementary
focus activities. W hile my activities rely on the old-fashioned paper handout system, I
could imagine this type of technology and activity working very well with video-based
Internet programs. Students working through the printed contextual examples could also
have the option of viewing those short Destinos video segments in digital form on their
computer monitors. This would eliminate the cumbersome task of having to search for a
segment on videotape. In addition, the incorporation of on-screen feedback for the
students on some of the activities would provide them instant results and allow the
instructor to spend more time on free-form written or spoken expression with the student;
The Internet offers the modem language student and instructor a huge store of
information that was heretofore unavailable or extremely difficult to obtain. In addition tc
newspapers and other written language resources, the Internet has radio, television,
dictionaries, chat groups, movie clips, music and more. It is a rich resource but also an
unwieldy one, where it is tricky to find one’s way, especially as a beginning foreign
language student. The abundance of material could easily serve as the basis for a Spanish
corpus much like the Collins COBUILD one.
Instructors and researchers do need to be careful when searching the web. There
are, for example, many pages of student work posted by teachers that often include the
students’ errors. Also, pages that have been translated from English by simply applying
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an on-line electronic translator are mostly unreliable.
W hen choosing which Internet materials to include, I generally selected pieces
with which the students already had some level of familiarity. Take, for example, the
restaurant review that I used to focus on the difference between bien and bueno. Students
generally know what type of information to expect in this kind of an article, and that
background knowledge may aid in student comprehension. Furthermore, students are
introduced to the focus topic through Destinos contexts, heightening their awareness of
the topic of study.
I believe students should be encouraged to enrich their learning experience by
seeking out materials beyond the textbook. This is a step that comes with some risk for
most students though. They may have fears about not understanding, or may think their
language skills aren’t good enough. By being provided activities that include a more
natural use of the language, they are gaining the confidence to do some language
exploration on their own. These activities teach the students to use analytical methods
and tools to become better language learners and users. At the same time, the instructors
are engaged at a higher level in a similar form of investigation and analysis in creating
the exercises.
These activities take into account both grammatical and lexical aspects of
language acquisition. Students need to have a strong vocabulary base and a solid
grammatical understanding in order to comprehend and produce language effectively. In
addition, they need to be aware that certain words are more frequently found in
collocation with other words in everyday usage of the language. My activities are the
result of a combination of acquisition theories applied to concordance technology, and its
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ability to emphasize the importance of collocation.
Concordance software is an excellent tool for investigating language, but it does
require a substantial investment of time and energy on the part of the investigator. Its
strength really lies in the capacity to study collocation in language and pull contextual
examples for students to analyze. I see this type of software becoming more powerful in
its capabilities, more affordable and more user-friendly in the near future, allowing it to
take a stronger position in the classroom. I believe that as this happens there will be
increasing emphasis on the importance of authentic resources and collocation in the
study and production of native-like language.
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